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This is a photo of a droplet of as it splashed out of a small container of water. There are two things 
happening. First, the attraction between water molecules allows water to form spherical droplets. This, 
in turn, creates the second concept, a lens effect. The water droplet acts as a converging lens. As light 
transfers from one medium to another, air to water, the light encounters a change in density. This 
change in density, along with the curved surface of the drop, cause the light to change direction. Light 
transferring from the air to the water drop refracts towards the normal to the surface. It then 
continues in a straight path to the other side of the droplet. Again, it encounters a boundary between 
densities. But this time, as light travels from water to air, it refracts away from the normal to the 
surface. This bending of light creates a focal point that is between the drop and the camera, resulting 
in a negative focal length, showing an inverted and smaller image. Doesn’t physics just make you 
smile?   
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Introduction  

On behalf of the members of AAPT, I want to thank you for your service as Chair of one of our 19 Area 
Committees. As a Committee Chair, you provide the physics content knowledge and experience in teaching 
necessary to address the topics that are the focus area of your Committee. Although one of the main roles 
of the Area Committees is to provide a mechanism for organizing the intellectual content of our meetings, 
its vital role is providing advice and input to the Executive Office and the Board of Directors on matters of 
concern and interest to your Committee. For example, your Committee could bring a special request for 
action to the Board of Directors that might include a request for funding to support a Committee action or 
initiative. In the past, several Committees have requested and received funding to support writing or 
rewriting AAPT publications, such as The Roles, Qualifications, and Education of High School Physics 
Teachers publication revised by the Committee on Physics in the High School and the Guidelines for Two-
Year College Physics Programs written by the Committee on Physics in Two-Year Colleges. 

 
One of the unique features of AAPT is the interaction between volunteers like you, who are committed 

to physics education and members of the Board of Directors and the staff at the Executive Office, who are 
responsible for ensuring that AAPT programs, services and publications are of the highest quality possible. 
The AAPT Executive Office staff provides logistical support and leadership in specialized areas from 
developing publications and designing websites to managing marketing efforts and organizing meetings, 
topical conferences, and workshops. We have improved the online forms for Committee Chairs to submit 
session and workshop requests for upcoming national meetings to help streamline the process. We are all 
committed to our Association being successful. You can depend on the Executive Office and Board of 
Directors to support you in your efforts, and we will work closely with you to fulfill your Committee’s goals.  
 

On behalf of the Executive Office and the Board of Directors,  
Beth Cunningham, Executive Officer  
January 2018 

A Snapshot of AAPT  

AAPT is a professional society dedicated to the pursuit of excellence in physical science education. 
Spanning academia, research and industry, comprised of educators, Nobel Prize winners and students alike, 
our members bring a wealth of experience and individual recognition. Most importantly, all share the same 
dedication to physics and the physics education community. The Association was established in 1930 with 
the fundamental goal of ensuring the "dissemination of knowledge of physics, particularly by way of 
teaching." Today the goal of enhancing the understanding and appreciation of physics through teaching is 
supported by over 7000 members in 30 countries around the world.   
 

National Meetings, held each winter and summer provide opportunities for members, colleagues, and 
future physicists from around the world to participate in physics workshops; meet and greet other physics 
educators; form networks globally and locally; engage exhibitors and learn about the latest physics 
resources; discuss innovations in teaching methods; and share the results of research about teaching and 
learning. In addition, we host or support smaller workshops, conferences and symposia throughout the 
year to provide opportunities for further professional development.   
 

AAPT provides a number of teaching resources. The Association publishes two major peer-reviewed 
journals, the American Journal of Physics and The Physics Teacher. These journals provide a medium for 
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sharing methods and research about teaching physics at introductory and advanced levels. Both print and 
online versions are available with your AAPT Membership. Further, ComPADRE (Communities for Physics 
and Astronomy Digital Resources in Education) is a network of well-organized, digital collections of high-
quality educational materials in physics and astronomy that provide K-20 teachers links to a wide range of 
teaching and learning resources in the physical sciences. PTRA (Physics Teaching Resource Agents) provides 
sustained peer-led professional development to teachers of physics and physical science. New Faculty 
Workshops, conducted in conjunction with the American Astronomical Society (AAS) and the American 
Physical Society (APS), host new physics and astronomy faculty members each year at the American Center 
for Physics (ACP) to introduce them to innovative strategies for teaching physics and astronomy; discuss the 
balance of teaching, research (including writing of proposals), and community service; and talk about issues 
of curricular structure. Similarly, the New Faculty Experience provides new Two-Year College teachers with 
an 18-month online and in-person experience that equips them with knowledge of successful active 
learning techniques in the classroom. Finally, the AAPT eMentoring program is designed to connect new 
high school physics educators in need of additional guidance with experienced high school physics 
educators. 
 

We also participate in, or sponsor, many competitions and contests related to the improvement of 
teaching physics.  

 U. S. Physics Team - selection of the U.S. Physics Team for the International Physics Olympiad is 
through a series of exams beginning in December with registration for the F=ma Exam.  

 AAPT Physics Bowl - each year thousands of physics students participate in a timed multiple-
choice test under the supervision of their school. Certificates and prizes are awarded to 
participants.  

 High School Photo Contest - open to students in grades 9-12, participants can submit photos in 
the natural or contrived categories. Entries are judged on the quality of the photo and the 
accuracy of the physics.  

 TARC (Team America Rocketry Challenge) - middle and high school students are encouraged in 
math and science as they learn the basics of physics and engineering by designing, building, and 
flying a model rocket.   

 
We also recognize academic and professional excellence in science through a variety of awards and 

grants for educators and physics students, including the Klopsteg Memorial Lecture Award, Melba Newell 
Phillips Medal, Oersted Medal, Richtmyer Memorial Lecture Award, Robert A. Millikan Medal, the J.D. 
Jackson Award for Excellence in Graduate Physics Education, the David Halliday and Robert Resnick Award 
for Excellence in Undergraduate Physics Teaching, the Paul W. Zitzewitz Award for Excellence in K-12 
Physics Teaching, the Homer L. Dodge Citation for Distinguished Service Citation to AAPT, and designation 
as an AAPT Fellow. Awards are presented at the Winter and Summer National Meetings each year.   
 

Please consult the following link www.aapt.org/aboutaapt for more background about us and links to 
the above resources, including a link to the most up-to-date version of this Area Chairs’ Handbook. The 
version on the AAPT website will be updated as new information emerges. 

Role of Area Committees  

Area Committees play a major role in guiding the activities and programs of the AAPT. They advise the 
Board of Directors, the Executive Office, and the Association at large on issues relating to their particular 
areas of focus. They are considered the Association’s intellectual resource and knowledge base in these 
areas. They are looked upon to identify related issues and practices of significance and to carry out projects 

http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt
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and initiatives that will advance the mission of AAPT as well as education in physics in general. . Area 
Committees are encouraged to take leadership roles in their areas of interest and respond to and support 
the Association’s strategic priorities and interests. In short, they serve the Association as both think tanks 
and working groups in their areas of interest. Successful programs that have been created by Area 
Committees include the Two-Year Colleges in the 21st Century program and the High School Physics Photo 
Contest.  

Role of Committee Chairs  

As an Area Committee Chair, you play four fundamental roles within AAPT:  

 Motivate your Committee to fulfill its role as a leading entity and resource in its area of focus and to 
serve the physics teaching community and the Association effectively,  

 Keep members of your Committee engaged throughout the year in discussions in areas of interest, 
and in activities that meet your Committee’s mission statement,  

 Lead the Committee to identify and plan events of significance and value within the Committee’s 
area of focus for inclusion in the programs of AAPT National Meetings and coordinate the planning 
with possible cosponsoring Committees, and     

 Represent the Area Committee on the Programs Committee, which meets twice at each National 
Meeting and provides both a clearing house for plans for future National Meetings and a venue for 
discussion of broader and longer-range concerns related to National Meetings. 

This Handbook is designed to provide you with the information you need to perform these functions 
effectively. Included are details on:  

A. Committee Business  

B. Committee Resources  

C. AAPT Winter and Summer Meetings  

D. URLs and Deadlines  
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A. Committee Business  

Overview of Committee Structure  

Each Area Committee is charged with studying the needs in the area indicated by the Committee name 
and identified in its adopted mission statement. Committees propose projects or programs to satisfy those 
needs and help carry out such projects. The AAPT Board of Directors, Programs Committee, or Review 
Board may refer matters to Area Committees for study.  
 

Current Area Committees  

Committee on Apparatus  

Committee on Diversity in Physics 

Committee on Educational Technologies 

Committee on Graduate Education in Physics  

Committee on the History and Philosophy of Physics  

Committee on the Interests of Senior Physicists  

Committee on International Education  

Committee on Laboratories  

Committee on Physics in High Schools  

Committee on Physics in Pre-High School Education  

Committee on Physics in Two-Year Colleges  

Committee on Physics in Undergraduate Education  

Committee on Professional Concerns  

Committee on Research in Physics Education  

Committee on Science Education for the Public  

Committee on Space Science and Astronomy 

Committee on Teacher Preparation  

Committee on Women in Physics  

Committee on Modern Physics (trial period 2016-2019) 

 
Please see the listings of Committee members by following the appropriate committee link at 

http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/. You will also find the mission statement of each Area 
Committee there. Note that the online directory will reflect changes that occur during the year so it is the 
more reliable source of membership information. 

http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/
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Committee Members  

 Area Committees normally have nine members, including six appointed by the Nominating Committee 
and three appointed by the President-Elect. Members serve three-year terms and may not succeed 
themselves (except in some instances the President-Elect may ask a member to remain on a Committee for 
one additional year to serve as Chair). Occasionally, the President or President-Elect may appoint an 
individual for a partial term to fill the unexpired portion of the term of a member who, for whatever 
reason, is no longer able to serve. All members of Area Committees must have current membership in AAPT 
throughout their terms of office. Further, members of each Area Committee are expected to attend the 
meetings of the Committee regularly—the guidelines request attendance at a minimum of three of the six 
meetings occurring during the three-year term of office. Members are also asked to take an active role in 
furthering the work of the Committee, not only at each National Meeting but also between National 
Meetings. Committee business may be conducted between meetings by e-mail communications, web 
conferences, or teleconferences among Committee members. 
 

Terms of office begin at the end of the Winter Meeting following an appointment and continue through 
the end of the Winter Meeting three years later. 

It is not the policy of the Association to support travel for Area Committee members. Therefore, since 
fairly regular attendance at the semi-annual Committee meetings is deemed crucial to the functioning of 
the Committee, persons accepting nomination or appointment to Committees should plan to support their 
own travel. It is suggested that new members attend the Committee Meeting at the Winter Meeting prior 
to the beginning of their terms of office. If requested, the AAPT Secretary will write letters designed to 
assist in seeking travel funds from Committee members' home institutions.  

The Executive Officer, or designated representative, serves ex officio (without vote) on each Area 
Committee.  

Committee Chairs 

Each fall, the President-Elect affirms the succession of the Chair by the Vice Chair. The Chair serves for a 
term of one year. In exceptional cases where the committee does not have a Vice Chair or the Vice Chair is 
unable to serve as Chair, the current Chair may be appointed to serve one additional one-year term as 
Chair. The new Chair takes office at the end of the Winter Meeting following the appointment. 

 
Incoming or newly appointed Chairs of Area Committees are expected to attend the Area Chairs’ 

Orientation meeting, which is held at every Winter Meeting. All current Chairs and incoming Vice Chairs are 
invited to attend as well. Some financial assistance from AAPT is available to help new, incoming and 
present Chairs with expenses associated with meeting activities at the winter meeting if these funds are not 
provided by their institutions or schools. Assistance consists of up to two nights stay in the conference 
hotel, and travel support based on the same formula used to provide support for the section 
representatives. To qualify for this support, area chairs must submit their yearly committee reports with 
the past president by the appropriate deadline (usually November 1st), attend the Programs I and II 
meetings and the Meeting of the Members, and, if an incoming chair, attend the Area Chairs Orientation 
meeting. Please contact the AAPT Executive Office via e-mail to eo@aapt.org or by phone at (301) 209-
3311, if you would like to apply for this support.  

Area Chairs serve three important roles within AAPT. As an Area Chair, you 

mailto:eo@aapt.org
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 Ensure that your Committee engages in activities and special projects that advance the mission of the 
Committee. These could be program related, but they could also involve document production, sharing 
information, fostering communication, and participating in meetings and discussions with other groups. 

 Serve as a member of the Programs Committee. The Programs Committee usually meets twice during 
each National Meeting, once toward the beginning of the meeting and again toward the end. At these 
two meetings each Chair is asked to assist in planning for workshops and sessions to be held during the 
following meetings of AAPT. If the Chair of an Area Committee cannot attend a meeting of the 
Programs Committee, the Vice Chair or another member of the Area Committee must be asked to 
attend in his or her place.  

 

 Lead your Committee to plan workshops and sessions that represent your Committee’s special 
interests at our National Meetings. 

 
More specifically, as Chair of an Area Committee, you are expected to: 

 Represent your Committee when approached by the Board or National Office for advice on issues 
and/or to take action and lead certain initiatives. 

 For each Committee meeting, develop an agenda to include at least a(n): 

 Brief review of already scheduled sessions and workshops for the National Meeting six months 
into the future to ensure that the organizing activity is proceeding.  

 Careful and thorough consideration of sessions and workshops for the National Meeting a year 
into the future, giving particular attention to working out titles, assigning organizers, and 
identifying potential cosponsoring Committees. 

 Identification of candidates for potential plenary talks at the National Meeting a year hence. 

 Identification of candidates for new Committee members to replace those whose terms will 
expire at the next Winter Meeting. 

 Discussion of the Area Committee Report, due to the Chair of the Review Board (Past President) 
by 1 November. 

 Long-range planning of Committee activities. 

 Convene and chair meetings of your Committee. 

 Work with your Committee to identify goals for the year consistent with your Committee’s mission 
statement.    

 Facilitate online or phone discussions throughout the year among Committee members.   

 Set up and maintain your Committee’s listserv (see section titled Communication within the 
Committee).  

 Maintain the Committee archives of minutes, reports, etc.   

 By 1 November, submit an annual report of your Committee’s activities and plans (see section titled 
Annual Report to the AAPT Review Board). 
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 Present reports or new proposals to the Board of Directors upon invitation or as needed. 

 Submit lists of Committee-approved events for National Meetings.  

 Coordinate planning of cosponsored events with other Area Chairs, especially to be sure that the two 
Committees involved agree on title, type, organizer, sponsoring and cosponsoring Committee, etc., 
about such events. 

 Monitor each organizer’s progress in the planning of Committee-sponsored events for National 
Meetings. 

 Make sure organizers are aware of and comply with established deadlines (reminding as necessary). 

 Make sure organizers assume responsibility for assuring that invited speakers have submitted abstracts 
in compliance with established deadlines. 

 Maintain communication with the Executive Office and, when appropriate, the Board of Directors, a 
task that is facilitated by including the Executive Officer or designate and, for some Area Committees, a 
member of the Board of Directors as ex officio members of each Area Committee and as members of 
each Committee’s listserv. 

 Prior to assuming office, attend the Area Chairs’ Orientation meeting held at the Winter Meeting, 
usually in the afternoon on the first day of workshops. 

 Attend Programs Meeting I at each National Meeting, usually on the first day of workshops. 

 Attend the Meeting of the Members, held at the Winter Meeting. 

 Attend Programs Meeting II at each National Meeting, usually in the early morning on the last day of 
sessions. 

 Mentor the Vice Chair of the committee. 

 Work closely and collaboratively with the Program Chair for the Summer and Winter meetings. 

Committee Vice Chairs 

In the fall of each year, the President-Elect will appoint a Vice Chair for each Committee. Newly 
appointed Vice Chairs should have already completed at least one year on the Committee. Once appointed, 
they are committed to serving two additional years, one as Vice Chair and one as Chair. The new Vice Chair 
takes office at the end of the Winter Meeting or as soon as appointed, whichever is later, serves 
throughout the year, becomes Chair of the Committee at the end of the Winter Meeting, and serves a one 
year term as Chair through the end of the following Winter Meeting. 
 

The Vice Chair should review the responsibilities of the Chair in the previous section. He/she works 
closely with the Area Chair, and serves as Chair when the Chair is unavailable. While the “official” 
orientation for newly appointed Vice Chairs will not occur until the following Winter Meeting when the Vice 
Chair is about to become Chair, Vice Chairs are nonetheless invited to participate in the Area Chairs’ 
Orientation meeting at the Winter Meeting just before they assume office, and also to attend Programs I 
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and Programs II as a way to become familiar with AAPT’s procedures and expectations of Chairs, Vice 
Chairs, and Area Committees. 

Travel Support for Area Chairs 

Effective January 2016, there is partial travel reimbursement (two nights for a single room or three 
nights for half of a double room in the conference hotel, and reasonable travel fares) for the Winter 
Meeting only. In order to be eligible, the Chair or designee will need to: 

 Submit an annual report in the fall (due November 1; see relevant section below for details) 

 Attend Programs I and II at the Winter Meeting 

 Attend the Meeting of the Members at the Winter Meeting  

Details will be distributed by the Program Chair or the Programs and Conferences staff. You will need to 
fill out a reimbursement form. 

 

Communication within the Committee  

Committee Listserv Maintenance   

 AAPT's listserv (e-mail list) software is used by Area Committees for communication among Committee 
members and friends of the Committee. Listservs provide a convenient and effective way to ensure that 
Committee business is addressed throughout the year. They also encourage participation in Committee 
discussions from people who aren't official members of the Committee. All nineteen of AAPT’s Area 
Committees currently have operational listservs. 
 

Generally, the Chair of the Area Committee serves as the List Administrator and is responsible for 
adding Committee members and others to the list. The prior Chair should have provided you with a basic 
overview of the tasks involved and should have assigned you administrator rights, creating a new account 
for you if one did not already exist. (Administrative rights are the ability to add/delete/edit user accounts 
and moderate messages, if the list was configured for moderation.) If for some reason you are unable to 
access your list, contact Erwin Campbell at list-manager@aapt.org. You should also provide your Vice Chair 
with the information so that they can smoothly take over when they become Chair. 

 

 Customized Security Settings: Although most lists were set up with AAPT default list settings, you 
may change certain list settings, if necessary. Please refer to software documentation or consult 
with the AAPT Mail List Administrator prior to making unfamiliar changes, as certain settings may 
prevent normal message processing. You can specify membership and access criteria such as: 

o Must someone be a member of the list to read messages?  
o Must someone be a member to post messages?  

o Who is eligible for list membership?  

o Will your list be Web-accessible?  
 

 Adding Members: Your listserv’s member list should include your current Committee members, as 

http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/upload/2018-Area-Chairs-AAPT-Travel-Expense-Reimbursement.pdf
mailto:list-manager@aapt.org
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well as any friends of the Committee you decide to include. Over time, you will receive additional 
subscription requests to your list from non-Committee members (such as attendees at a committee 
meeting during National Meetings), so it is a good idea to bookmark the Member Set-up page.  
 

 Reading and Posting Messages: You can read and post messages to most of the lists in one of two 
ways:  

o Via e-mail: You will receive e-mails in your inbox, and can read and respond as desired. 
New messages should be sent to listname@mail.aapt.org.  

o Via the World Wide Web: Type http://mail.aapt.org/read/?forum=your_list_name to 
access the list messages in your Web browser. This option is especially useful if you are 
away from your own computer or you don't have e-mail access but you need to 
participate in the list's discussion. 

Please refer to the Listserv Participation Guide at http://www.aapt.org/resources/lists.cfm for the 
complete set of participation instructions.  

Current Area Committee Listservs  

Area Chairs (open to Committee Chairs and Vice Chairs only): areachairs-l@mail.aapt.org  

Apparatus: app-l@mail.aapt.org  

Diversity in Physics: aaptmip-l@mail.aapt.org  

Educational Technologies: cet-l@mail.aapt.org 

Graduate Education: graded@mail.aapt.org  

History and Philosophy of Physics: hpphys@mail.aapt.org  

International Physics Education: cie-l@mail.aapt.org  

Interests of Senior Physicists: cisp-l@mail.aapt.org  

Laboratories: labs-l@mail.aapt.org  

Physics in High Schools: cphs-l@mail.aapt.org  

Physics in Pre-High Schools: prehs-l@mail.aapt.org  

Physics in Two-Year Colleges: cptyc-l@mail.aapt.org  

Physics in Undergraduate Education: cpue-l@mail.aapt.org  

Professional Concerns: aaptcpc-l@mail.aapt.org  

Research in Physics Education: cper-l@mail.aapt.org  

Science Education for the Public: csep-l@mail.aapt.org  

Space Science and Astronomy: cssa-l@mail.aapt.org  

Teacher Preparation: ctp-l@mail.aapt.org  

Women in Physics: aaptwip-l@mail.aapt.org  

Questions Regarding Listservs  

For “page specific” information within the mail list application, click the ‘?’ in the upper-right corner 

mailto:listname@mail.aapt.org
http://www.aapt.org/resources/lists.cfm
mailto:areachairs-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:app-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:aaptmip-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cet-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:graded@mail.aapt.org
mailto:hpphys@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cie-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cisp-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:labs-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cphs-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:prehs-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cptyc-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cpue-1@mail.aapt.org
mailto:aaptcpc-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cper-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:csep-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:cssa-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:ctp-l@mail.aapt.org
mailto:aaptwip-l@mail.aapt.org
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of each page. For questions about listserv administration and participation, please contact the AAPT 
List Manager at list-manager@aapt.org. 

Committee Web conferencing and teleconferencing 

Area Committees can schedule web conferencing or teleconferencing meetings to discuss committee 
business when you deem it important. Google hangouts (https://hangouts.google.com/), Skype 
(www.skype.com) and Free Conference Call https://www.freeconferencecall.com/ offer options for 
teleconferencing. 

Communication with the Association  

Annual Report to the AAPT Review Board     

The Review Board is a subgroup of the Board of Directors composed of the Past President, who chairs 
the Review Board, the President, the President-Elect, one of the At-Large members of the Board of 
Directors, and the Executive Officer. (The names of these individuals can be found on the AAPT website at a 
link on the page http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/board.cfm.   This Review Board is charged 
by the Board of Directors to receive annual reports from the Area Committees and to review these reports, 
monitor progress, identify areas that might require Board action, and—when warranted—prepare a 
response to the appropriate Area Chair and Vice Chair. It is your responsibility as Area Chair to ensure that 
the report is complete and submitted online by the 1 November deadline so that the Review Board can 
complete its work by the time of the following Winter Meeting. The submitted reports and the responses 
from the Review Board will be placed on the AAPT website under Governance (though keep in mind that 
the website undergoes occasional revision). 

To submit your report, go to http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/areacommitteerpt.cfm, 
create a report ID, and follow the instructions.    

 
In preparing your report, please think in terms of three numbered sections, with subsections as 

indicated in the following outline (and as specified on the online form). It is particularly useful to relate your 
Committee’s activities (past or planned) to the 2013 Strategic Plan where appropriate. The Strategic Plan 
can be found at http://www.aapt.org/Sections/upload/SP-Goals-Obj-Adopted-10-17-13.pdf.  

1) Goals 

a) Goals for the current year and the extent to which they were achieved  
b) Goals for the next year  
c) Long-range goals 

2) Activities and accomplishments in the year about to end 

a) Committee meetings and communications 
 Conference-calls and e-mail correspondence  
 Attendance of members at Committee meetings;  
  Involvement by Committee friends 

b) Sessions and workshops at the Winter and Summer Meetings 
 Approximate attendance 

mailto:list-manager@aapt.org
https://www.freeconferencecall.com/
http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/board.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/areacommitteerpt.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Sections/upload/SP-Goals-Obj-Adopted-10-17-13.pdf
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 Audience involvement (intensity of questions and discussions) 
 Other measures of success (if any) 

c) Other committee activities and accomplishments 

d) Notable new ideas generated by the committee 

3) Recommendations (if any) to the AAPT Board of Directors, with rationale 

In addition, reports should 

 Be suitable for reading by AAPT's general membership. 

 Omit a list of names of Committee members. These names appear on the AAPT website at 
http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/.  

 Omit a list of names of participants in sessions sponsored by your Committee. These names appear in 
the program for each meeting. 

The Chair of the Review Board (the Past President) assigns each Review Board member the task of 
reviewing several Area Committee reports. The Chair drafts a general response to the full set of reports and 
may draft a specific comment to one or more Area Committees for publication in AAPT eNNOUNCER. Often 
the work of the Review Board can be completed by telephone or e-mail; if needed, the Board may meet at 
the Winter Meeting to finalize their report.  

Communication with the Executive Officer  

To maintain communication between the Executive Officer and the Area Committees, either the 
Executive Officer (EO) or his or her designate (probably the Associate Executive Officer, AEO) is an ex officio 
non-voting member of each Area Committee. Each Area Chair is expected to keep this representative well 
informed about the activities of the Committee, either by using the Committee's listserv (which, in addition 
to all members of the Committee, includes this representative), by including the representative in 
appropriate conference calls among members of the Committee, or by other means. In turn, this 
representative will send to Area Chairs any information that is of interest to the Committee and stands 
ready to assist the Committee when necessary and practicable. 

Assistance from the Executive Office 

When an Area Chair needs information about services that might be provided to the Committee by the 
AAPT Executive Office or seeks to arrange for such services, the inquiry should be directed to the Executive 
Assistant to the Executive Officer at eo@aapt.org. This individual will function as staff liaison to all Area 
Committees and will direct the inquiry to the appropriate department in the AAPT Executive Office. 

Ex Officio Representation from the Board of Directors 

The At-Large Board member representing four-year colleges and universities is a non-voting ex officio 
member of the Committee on Physics in Undergraduate Education and also of the Committee on Graduate 
Education in Physics; the At-Large Board member representing two-year colleges is a non-voting ex officio 
member of the Committee on Physics in Two-Year Colleges; and the At-Large Board member representing 

http://www.aapt.org/aboutaapt/organization/
mailto:eo@aapt.org
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high school education is a non-voting ex officio member of the Committee on Physics in High Schools and 
the Committee on Physics in Pre-High School Education. These individuals are included in the online lists of 
Committee members and on the Committee listserv(s), may attend the meetings of the Committee(s), will 
participate when asked in Committee conference calls, and in general will provide a channel of 
communication between the Board and the Committee(s). 

Publishing Committee Information  

AAPT will publish information that a Committee deems relevant for publication and of interest to the 
membership or larger community, to the extent that it is reasonable to do so. When it seems appropriate, 
the staff will extract information from informal Committee reports for publication to the online AAPT 
eNNOUNCER. The Chair submits the report exactly as s/he wishes it to appear, although editorial changes 
may be necessary to make the article conform to fit the respective readership. Deadlines for material to be 
received in the Executive Office vary and must be checked with the Department of Communications.  

How to Link Your Committee Homepage to AAPT Website  

Committee Homepage Linking Policies  

Area Committees are listed in AAPT's online Organizational Directory on the AAPT website. The 
Committee pages include a directory of Committee Members, the Committee's Mission, links to the most 
recent Annual Report and Review Board Comments, and a link, if available, to the Committee's own 
homepage.  

In order to ensure that all AAPT Committee documents are correctly updated, any updates or 
corrections to the Committee information on the AAPT website must be submitted to the AAPT Executive 
Office at eo@aapt.org.  

All requests to establish a link from the Committee Directory page to the Committee's own website 
must be sent to the AAPT Web Services Team at webmaster@aapt.org. In order for a link to be established 
from the AAPT homepage, the Committee page must include:  

 Clear identification of the Committee on the homepage. 

 A reciprocating link back to the AAPT homepage http://www.aapt.org/. 

 A point of contact for Committee information on the homepage. 

 The URL of the Committee homepage.  
 
A Committee representative with the Committee Chair's approval must send information about the 

Committee's homepage to the Web Services Team.  
  

mailto:eo@aapt.org
mailto:webmaster@aapt.org
http://www.aapt.org/
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B. Committee Resources  

AAPT Executive Office Directory  

The AAPT Executive Office works closely with the Board of Directors and member volunteers to manage 
the operations, carry out directives, and create and uphold general association policies. The Executive 
Office represents the Association at public venues. It provides leadership and services for all AAPT activities 
and programs. The Executive Office further manages all external grant projects on behalf of AAPT.  

Contact the Executive Office if you have questions about any of the Association's programs and 
services.  

Executive Office 
 (301) 209-3311 eo@aapt.org 

The Executive Office oversees and leads the AAPT operations. Contact the Executive Office about:  

 All Grant related projects,  

 The International Science and Engineering Fair, 

 The Presidential Science and Mathematics Teaching Awards, 

 The AAPT Board of Directors, 

 Marketing, 

 Fund Development, 

 General questions or concerns about physics education, 

 Questions about AAPT and its role in "improving physics education and supporting physics 
educators”.  

 
Beth Cunningham, Executive Officer (301) 209-3311  

Bob Hilborn, Associate Executive Officer (301) 209-3311 

Rachel Sweeney, Executive Assistant (301) 209-3304 

Rebecca Vieyra, K12 Program Manager (301) 209-3309 

 
Communications Department 
   (301) 209-3322 pubs@aapt.org 

The Communications Department oversees the production of journals, magazines, and other publications. 
Contact this department if you have questions about:  

 The file format of your submission of abstracts to National Meetings,  

 Purchasing reprints, obtaining copyright permission,  

 How to include a product in our catalog,  

 Whether AAPT would be interested in producing your product, or  

 Press releases.  
 
If you have questions about your subscription, including how to file a claim for missing issues or how to 

mailto:eo@aapt.org
mailto:shicks@aapt.org
mailto:pubs@aapt.org
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change your name or mailing address, contact the Membership Department. In addition, Editorial and 
Publishing Services will not be able to answer questions about journal submission. Please contact the 
Journal Editor directly regarding unpublished articles. 
  

David Wolfe, Director of Communications (301) 209-3327 

Jane Chambers, Senior Production Editor (301) 209-3342  

Ashauni Lennox, Graphic Designer (301) 209-3328 
 

Programs and Conferences Department  
 (301) 209-3340  meetings@aapt.org or progams@aapt.org 

 
     The Programs and Conferences Department works closely with the Program Chair and the Area 
Committees in planning all aspects of the two AAPT National Meetings. The department also organizes 
and manages the physics exhibit shows.  

 
The department also coordinates the following programs for the Association:  

 Workshop for New Physics Faculty,  

 The United States Physics Team,  

 Physics Bowl,  

 Barbara Lotze Scholarship,  

 High School Grants for Innovative Teaching Programs.  

Contact this department if you have questions regarding 

 Abstract submission,  

 Session or workshop request form submission,  

 Invited speakers,  

 Hosting a Summer Meeting,  

 Exhibiting. 
 
Tiffany Hayes, Director of Programs and Conferences (301) 209-3302  

Cerena Cantrell, Associate Director of Programs and Conferences (301) 209-3305 

Janet Lane, Programs Coordinator (301) 209-3340 

Leticia Marquez, Logistics & Registration Coordinator (301) 209-3324 
 

 

Membership Department 
 (301) 209-3333  membership@aapt.org 

 
The Membership Department is responsible for the recruitment and retention of AAPT members and 

institutional subscribers to the AJP and TPT journals. This department is also responsible for expanding 
AAPT's visibility within the scientific community, and assisting the local sections in dissemination of AAPT 
resources. Product order fulfillment (AAPT Physics Store) and inventory control are also responsibilities of 
this department.  

Mike Hall, Director of Membership (301) 206-3306  

Rogers Fuller, Assoc. Director of Membership (301) 209-3336  

mailto:mgardner@aapt.org
mailto:jchamber@aapt.org
mailto:meetings@aapt.org
mailto:programs@aapt.org
http://www.aapt.org/Events/newfaculty.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Contests/olympiad.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Contests/physicsbowl.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Grants/lotze.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Grants/grants.cfm
mailto:thayes@aapt.org
mailto:ccantrel@aapt.org
mailto:jlane@aapt.org
mailto:membership@aapt.org
mailto:mgardner@aapt.org
mailto:rfuller@aapt.org
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Kelsey Sheridan, Marketing Coordinator (301) 209-3326 

 
 

Finance and Administration Department  
(301) 209-3330  accounting@aapt.org  

 
The Finance and Administration Department manages the fiscal aspects of the operation, information 

technology, and human resources. The Department prepares budget reports and all financial statements. 
Budget reports are provided monthly, showing year to date comparisons of actual expenses to budget by 
cost center.  

In addition, the Department has responsibility for the General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts 
Payable, Payroll Processing, Cash Receipts, and Grant Accounting and Budgeting and also manages rental 
income and expenses. 

 
The Department maintains the important papers and records of the Association and monitors 

the Association's investments. All tax and insurance (except health) issues are handled through the 
Department.  

 
The annual audit report process to attest to the accuracy of the financial statements and the 

government grant submissions is a joint effort of the Finance Department and the independent auditors. 
The audit is approved by the Audit Committee, made up of the Chair and Vice Chair of the Section 
Representatives, and the three at-large members of the Board of Directors.  

Contact this Department with any issues relating to reimbursements and human resources.  

Michael Brosnan, Chief Financial Officer (301) 209-3301  

Sylvia Sandiford, Senior Accountant (301) 209-3334 

Tania Hayes, Accounts Payable/Receivable Coordinator (301) 209-3332 

 

Technology and Information Services 
 (301) 209-3110    tech@aapt.org  
 

Contact this department with any issues relating to the web, listservs, PAC Tools, and computer-related 

problems.  

Erwin Campbell, Director of Digital Strategy and Information Technology (301) 209-3320 

Terrence Hunt, Web Developer (301) 209-3307  

Terrance Samm, Database Administrator (301) 209-3321 

  

mailto:accounting@aapt.org
mailto:mbrosnan@aapt.org
mailto:ssandifo@aapt.org
mailto:tech@aapt.org
mailto:ecampbell@aapt.org
mailto:tmhunt@aapt.org
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Tips from Previous Chairs  

 
The following tips are provided by previous Area Committee Chairs for the benefit of new Chairs:  

 If your committee sponsors a workshop, visit the workshop. Ask the workshop leader how things are going. 
Thank the workshop leader for his/her time and effort. —Nancy Moreau  

 Keep an accurate list of committee members' addresses (mail and electronic) and phone numbers. Keep an 
accurate list of friends of your committee and their addresses. Include them in any mailings to the 
committee. A committee needs more members than those officially designated to get the work done. — 
John Hubisz  

 It's great to get minutes out right away, but that is not always possible. Late minutes and time lag between 
official meetings result in forgetting what went on before. It often wastes the time at the beginning of the 
meeting reminding people or just bringing those who were absent up-to-date. Use your agenda to send out 
the minutes. Use one style of print for the agenda items and another style for what took place when acting 
on or discussing that item. Additional items that came up would just be appended. —John Hubisz  

 If you need help for a particular meeting where a local individual might be invaluable, look in the 
membership directory under state and city. —John Hubisz  

 New members need to be brought up to speed. Do you have a history of your activities? Paper titles, 
minutes, brochures, and so on will ensure that each new member and other interested parties will receive a 
consistent picture of your committee's activities rather than take a chance with an off-the-cuff, fallible, five-
minute conversation. —John Hubisz  

 By visiting each workshop sponsored by your committee, you can inquire whether the workshop leader 
would be interested in offering the workshop at a future meeting. Often workshop leaders who offer a 
workshop at the Winter Meeting want to offer it again at the next Winter Meeting and do not attend the 
Summer Meeting. By inquiring early, you could line up your workshops early. —Nancy Moreau  

 Make copies of everything turned into the Executive Office related to your program requests. Have other 
members fill out session request forms and give them to you with a copy. —Chuck Robertson  

 In committee meetings, hold a brainstorming session to generate ideas for future invited paper sessions. Get 
names of possible speakers for each topic. For each suggested topic, assign a committee member to 
organize a session. —Richard Christman  

 Send minutes of committee meetings to committee members and other attendees. During most committee 
meetings, questions will arise about AAPT procedural matters and ideas will be proposed to impact the 
running of AAPT. Report these to the appropriate AAPT officers on the disposition in the minutes. —Richard 
Christman  

 Encourage former members of the committee to attend the meetings. Ask their advice. Involve them in the 
discussion. Assign them tasks. —Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr.  

 Find out in advance how many members will be attending the meeting. Don't be in the position of finding 
out experimentally, as I did, that only one other member of the committee would be attending. —Thomas B. 
Greenslade, Jr.  

 Keep in communication with the members of your committee. Soon after the National Meeting, send out 
the minutes of the meeting so they can start to work on ideas generated during the committee meeting. I 
have written four or five circular letters to the committee members as Chair. Some of these were used to 
prepare the members for the meeting. Others were used to disseminate information which had become 
available since the last meeting. I asked the members to comment by letter, phone, and e-mail on the ideas I 
raised in the letters. In short, try to keep as many members as you can working during the time intervals 
between meetings. —unattributed  
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C. AAPT Winter and Summer Meeting Information  

Your Seat on the Programs Committee  

Programs Committee Meetings  

 As the Chair of an Area Committee, you are automatically a member of the Programs Committee, a 
committee of the association. As a member, you will assist the Program Chair in planning the two annual 
National Meetings and ensuring coordination of the work of the Area Committees as it pertains to 
programs.  

 During each National Meeting, the Programs Committee meets twice. Programs I is scheduled before 
any individual Area Committee meets, while Programs II is scheduled after all of the Area Committees have 
met.  

 It is imperative that you (or a designated representative) attend both meetings of the Programs 
Committee at each AAPT National Meeting.  

Area Committee Planning Guide: https://tinyurl.com/AAPTAreaChairPlanning 

Your work to help plan the Summer and Winter meetings is an essential part of your responsibilities 
that requires constant communication and adhering to deadlines.  To assist you in organizing these 
responsibilities we have developed an Area Chair Planning Sheet with a summary of all the information you 
need to complete these responsibilities.  The planning sheet is available at: 
https://tinyurl.com/AAPTAreaChairPlanning. 

Programs I  

 At Programs I, Committee members will review (briefly) the meeting about to start, review (again 
briefly) plans for the next meeting, describe in considerable detail important items to include in the agenda 
for the upcoming meetings of Area Committees, discuss established deadlines, and address general topics 
(paper sort, online forms, need for coordination among Committees, meeting themes, …) having to do with 
the functioning of the overall procedure. 

Programs II  

 At Programs II, Committee members will assess (briefly) the meeting now ending, identify any 
adjustments that need to be made in the now nearly completed plans for the next meeting, complete plans 
for all sessions for the meeting to occur approximately one year after the meeting now ending. Ideally, each 
committee has been considering sessions that serve their constituency, doing some planning before the 
AAPT meeting. 

 
 It is very important for future meetings that the Programs Committee receives feedback from the Area 
Committees concerning the arrangements and program of the current meeting. Questions to consider are:  

 Were particular sessions or workshops so successful that they should be considered for repeating at 
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future meetings?  

 Were there some sessions or workshops that we've offered a number of times that we should consider 
dropping for a while?  

 Were any changes in the program schedule worth repeating?  

 What was the reaction to the plenary sessions and other special events?  

 Should we consider returning to this location for a future meeting?  
 

The largest fraction of the time in Programs II is spent discussing plans for the National Meeting one 
year in the future. Each Committee Chair in turn will be asked to enumerate proposals from the Committee 
for sessions and workshops to be mounted at that National Meeting, suggest possible plenary speakers, 
and raise any other issues with which the Programs Committee should be concerned. Most of the time will 
be spent on sessions and workshops, making sure that they are planning a well-rounded program and 
assessing whether there are too many sessions or workshops.  Most importantly, Area Chairs at Programs II 
must come to agreement on co-sponsorships and titles for co-sponsored events and keep adequate records 
so that confusions and inconsistencies in the information subsequently submitted with various online forms 
can be minimized if not eliminated altogether. The forms to submit the session/workshop information will 
be available prior to the meeting and ideally session requests will be submitted electronically by the end of 
the meeting. If this is completed, elimination of inconsistencies is guaranteed.  

 
If there is time remaining, the Program Chair may ask the Area Committees to do some long-range 

planning.  

 

Criteria for Selecting Annual Meeting Sites  

Building on Previous Work: This list of proposed criteria for selecting AAPT annual meeting sites was 
adopted at the Board October 2006 meeting. It is based upon a review of recommendations of the Section 
Representatives chaired at the time by Randy Peterson and on a document prepared by the Area Chairs 
Committee on Meetings. 

Summer Meeting 

Target attendance: 1,000 full-paying registrants (for near future) 

Target month: July  

Premise- Summer meetings are held on and/or in close proximity to a college or university campus. The 
campus setting maintains a collegial environment for our meetings and taps the educational resources and 
talent of the hosting physics department. Consideration as to the size, type, or character of host institution 
(e.g., two-year college, comprehensive university, research-intensive university, HBCU or MSI) will be made 
strategically and in line with the criteria below.  

For selection, a site must, at minimum, meet these four criteria (with the ratings shown).  

 Facilities – Excellent  

 Adequacy of space and accommodation – Ability to host 1,500 participants 

(amphitheater/rooms/poster space/banquet hall/etc.)— see table on next pages. Sufficient number 
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of residence halls of acceptable quality and comfort.  

 Professional support – Availability of local professional staff equipped with the knowledge, skills, 

tools and experience to organize and cater large conferences.  

 Level of Support by Hosting Physics Community – Excellent  

 Leadership of host department - Formal invitation by the Chair of Department. Presence of a local 

organizing committee within department of at least three members of department. Level of activity 

of SPS chapter. Status of institutional subscription to AJP and TPT.  

 Leadership and participation of local section – Level of activity of section in AAPT. Willingness of 

section to participate in having representation on local organizing committee and regional 

marketing.  

 Locale– Very Good  

 Proximity to international airport served by at least one low-cost carrier – Campus within a 30-

minute drive from airport. Adequate public transportation.  

 Within an 8-hour-driving radius of a high-density population region (to allow high attendance by 

pre-college teachers).  

 High density of colleges and universities in region.  

 

 Costs – Reasonably Affordable  

 Meeting sites will be selected from year to year in such a way as to allow for a wide geographic 
distribution across the country.  

The above criteria can be relaxed every four years to accommodate special meeting sites as needed.  

Winter Meeting  

Target attendance: 800 full-paying registrants (for the near future) 

Target month: January or February.  

Premise– Winter Meetings are normally held at a conference center or hotel but frequently utilize 
facilities of a nearby University, especially for workshops.  

From time to time, Winter Meetings will be held jointly with sister societies that share an interest and a 
commitment to science and/or physics education. Joint meetings will reinvigorate attendance at our Winter 
Meetings, increase our Association’s visibility among other science and science education practitioners, and 
generate new joint projects and workshop ideas. The dates for meeting must be flexible (January or 
February) to allow for the joint venture.  

 Nature of Interaction with Partnering Society – Excellent strategic significance of partnering with 
selected society. Mission compatibility with society. Nature of working relationship with society.  

 Facilities – Excellent  

 Adequacy of convention space and support – Ability to host 1,000 (for AAPT) and projected 
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attendance by partner society (rooms/poster space/banquet hall/etc.)—see table.  

 Adequacy of hotel space and availability  

 Locale – Very Good  

 Proximity to international airport served by at least one low-cost carrier– Site within a 30-minute 
drive from airport. Adequate public transportation.  

 Within a 5-hour-driving radius of a high-density population region (to allow high attendance by pre-
college teachers).  

 High density of colleges and universities in region.  

 Costs – Reasonably Affordable  

 Level of Activity of Local Hosting Group – Good  

 Leadership and participation of local section –Willingness of section to form and lead local 
organizing committee and regional marketing.  

 Leadership of host department -Presence of a local organizing committee within department of at 
least three members of department.  

Meeting sites will be selected from year to year in such a way as to allow for a wide geographic 
distribution across the country.  

The above criteria may be relaxed every four years to accommodate a special meeting site as needed.  

Space Needs  

 Based on 1,500 attendees and current meeting format  

 Total Square Footage: 38,000  

 Exhibit Square Footage: 18,500 (58 10’x10’ booths; 120 posters; lounges, food service, and depending 
on meeting, either a Job Center or an Apparatus Competition and Resource Room – Show to be 
dismantled late on the day preceding the final day of events.  

 Number of Sleeping Rooms (nearby hotel rooms plus campus rooms in summer): 2,025 (Thursday: 25, 

Friday: 250, Saturday and Sunday: 350, Monday: 400, Tuesday: 350, and Wednesday: 200).  

 Number of Meeting/Session Rooms: Variable (see below)  

 Meal Function: Several breakfasts, luncheons, and receptions during the week in addition to coffees 

and snacks during the exhibit show.  
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Thursday  Set up AAPT office 
(space to be available 24/7 until end of meeting)  

Friday  AAPT office area  
1 room—classroom set for 40  
1 room—conference set for 20 
Set up registration area  
Registration area open 2 hrs on Friday evening to distribute pre-registration packets  

Saturday  AAPT office area 
2 rooms—conference set for 20  
1 room—classroom set for 50 
10 rooms—classroom set for 24-32 (for workshops) 
Registration area open all day 
Exhibit Hall—to be set by decorator (Friday for Winter Meeting) 

Sunday  AAPT office area 
2 rooms—conference set for 20  
1 room—conference set for 30 
1 room—classroom set for 40 
10 rooms—classroom set for 24-32 (for workshops) 
1 room—theater set for 150 (3 on Sunday for Winter Meeting) 
1 room—theater set for 200 (3 on Sunday for Winter Meeting) 
3 rooms—theatre set for 75-100 (Sunday for Winter Meeting) 
1 room—theatre set for 450-500 (Sunday for Winter Meeting)   
Registration area open all day  
Exhibit Hall—Exhibitors set up & ready for reception at 6 pm (close to general session/plenary 
rooms and meeting registration area) (Saturday for Winter Meeting) 

Monday  (All rooms to be used 7 a.m.-10 p.m. for  
Tuesday  committee meetings/functions)  
(and Wednesday at 
Summer Meetings)  

AAPT office area  
Registration area open all day  
1 room--conference set for 20  
1 room--conference set for 10  
3 rooms--classroom set for 24 (for workshops)  
3 rooms--theater set for 75-100 (every day)  
3 rooms--theater set for 100-150 (every day)  
3 rooms--theater set for 200-250 (every day)  
1 room--theater set for 450-500 (every day)  

How to Host a Summer Meeting  

The following information lists the criteria that AAPT looks for in a host institution for the annual 
Summer Meeting. Review the guidelines, and if you think your institution can meet our needs...we'd love to 
hear from you!  

 
 Airport: proximity to a major airport(s) and availability of transportation between airport and college 

campus is important (average attendance 1000-1200).  
 

 Sleeping Rooms: dorm availability needs to be cleared with the campus housing office. Prefer some 
combination of 250 beds be available, doubles and singles. Other considerations include: are these 
rooms air-conditioned, do they include private or "shared" bathrooms; and most importantly, the costs 
of such facilities. We also use about 250 rooms in inns or hotels that are on campus or very nearby 
(within walking distance) to accommodate those of our attendees who prefer more private 
accommodations. 
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 Meals: Meal plans are not typically an option on campus because of the timing of the AAPT meeting in 
the Winter or Summer.  The Programs and Conferences department looks for low cost options near the 
campus for attendees to purchase meals.  Sometimes, the campus has a food court that may be open 
during abbreviated hours. 

 
 Special Events: An annual picnic has been held at past Summer Meetings, usually on Tuesday 

evening, but is no longer the most popular social activity of the meeting…now  attracting about 200 - 
250 participants. The Programs and Conferences department explores various social activities on the 
Tuesday evening of the meeting depending on the city where the meeting is held.  There are various 
food functions throughout the meeting. 
 

 Exhibits: need a room that is approximately 14,000 square feet with easy access to a loading dock. This 
table top exhibit set up could require as many as 40 10’ x 10' booths. Most, if not all, exhibitors require 
electrical access. Although the exhibit show displays Sunday evening through Tuesday the room set-up 
begins on Saturday (exhibitors set up all day Sunday) so that the room(s) must be available all five days 
(breakdown can extend to Wednesday). Also needed for exhibits is a storage area large enough to hold 
many large boxes.  
 

 Workshops: (Saturday and Sunday only): a minimum of 10 LAB rooms seating at least 24 each, a 
minimum of 8 CLASSROOMS seating at least 24 each, and a number of (8-10) COMPUTER CLUSTERS 
are needed. While most prefer IBM (or PC-compatible); some request fast MACs. CD-ROMS, flash 
drive computer projection systems or LCD projection panels. 
 

 Committee Meetings: a minimum of 5 rooms which can accommodate 30-40 people conference style, 3 
rooms which can accommodate 50-75 people, and 1 room to accommodate 200 people should be 
designated for the entire week.  

 

 Invited Sessions: a minimum of 6 lecture rooms to seat about 200 each should be available Monday 
morning through Wednesday.  

 
 Contributed Sessions: a minimum of 4 lecture rooms to seat about 75-100 each should be available 

Monday through Wednesday, and 2 rooms to seat about 45-60.  

 Poster Sessions: enough space to adequately display 200 posters should be available Monday and 
Tuesday. The display area should have sufficient space in the aisle to allow movement.  
 

 Commercial Workshops and PTRA: 4 classrooms to seat 30-50 people should be available Monday 
through Wednesday. They will be used for PTRA in the morning parallel sessions and for commercial 
workshops later in the day.  

 Plenary: theater seating for 500 should be available Sunday through Wednesday. This room will also be 
used for the Ceremonial Session and could be used as a site for the Demo Show which is generally held 
Tuesday evening.  

 PIRA: the Physics Instructional Resource Agents have been running a Resource Room during the week 
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of the Summer Meeting. This room generally measures about 725 sq. ft., and requires electrical and 
Internet access.  

 Apparatus Competition: this competition is organized by the Apparatus Committee and requires a room 
measuring about 725 sq. ft.  

 Photo Contest: The High School Committee runs the AAPT Photo Contest. They need a well-
traveled space for the entire meeting to display photos.  
 

 TYC: The TYC Committee needs a Resource Room during the meeting. The room should measure 
around 725 sq. ft. Poster boards are needed in this room. Before the meeting the TYC needs a 
classroom or laboratory for a TYC faculty meeting to be held Friday and Saturday. 

Key Personnel who can Answer Meeting Questions  

Gordon Ramsey 
AAPT President, 2018 
(773) 508-3540 
(815) 469-0878 
gpr@anl.gov  

 
Mel Sabella 
AAPT President-Elect, 2018 
(773) 995-2172 

msabella@csu.edu 
 
Chandralekha Singh 
AAPT Vice President, 2018 
(412) 624-9045 
clsingh@pitt.edu 
 

George Amann 
AAPT Past President, 2018 
(845) 876-5945 
amannga@earthlink.net 
 
Tiffany Hayes  
Director, Programs and Conferences 
Department 
Phone: (301) 209-3340 
Fax: (301) 209-0845  
programs@aapt.org 
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Types of Events at National Meetings  

Area Committees are responsible for planning two broad types of events at AAPT National Meetings: 
sessions and workshops.  

Sessions 

In broad terms, sessions provide limited time for each of several presenters representing (nearly) as 
many different institutions. Each session provides attendees with information about several perspectives 
by offering presenters an opportunity briefly to describe their activities or thinking on the topic of the 
session. While sessions may well stimulate attendees to try new approaches, they are not primarily 
intended to provide attendees with detailed guidance on how to implement any particular approach at 
their own institutions. The main focus is on informing attendees of the practices of the presenters, not on 
giving them direct or hands-on guidance for emulating the presenters. Handouts, if any, will be brief. 
Attendance at sessions is open to all those attending the meeting and, except for the size of the room, 
attendance at sessions is not limited. 

Sessions organized by Area Committees are traditionally scheduled on the last three days of the 
meeting. Normally, the time slots set aside each day are for sessions that are either two hours or ninety 
minutes long and Area Chairs should plan sessions accordingly.  

Sessions organized by Area Committees assume a variety of forms. Normally, invited speakers are 
allocated thirty minutes, including time for questions, though occasionally—and especially with panels—a 
session organizer may request some other allocation of time to invited speakers. Contributed talks are 
limited to ten minutes, including time for questions. Whenever a session is to include contributed talks or 
posters, the organizer of the session must supply a brief call for contributed talks or posters that will be 
posted on the AAPT web site to solicit those contributions. Sessions will fall into one or another of the 
following categories: 

 Invited sessions involve only invited talks and must have at least two and no more than four speakers, 
each of whom supplies an abstract. There are rare exceptions, e.g. if one of the two speakers withdraws 
at the last minute, when the invited session would in the end have only one talk. However, no invited 
session should be planned that way. 

 Invited/contributed sessions involve a combination of invited and contributed talks, each of which is 
described in an abstract. Sessions of this type are normally planned with two invited talks and can 
therefore accommodate up to six contributed talks before exceeding the standard two-hour time slot. 
Occasionally, a session of this type will have three invited talks. Rarely, it can have just one invited talk, 
e.g., if an invited talk is withdrawn at the last moment or if one invited talk is sufficient to set the stage 
for several assured contributed talks. In the event that the number of contributed talks exceeds the 
capacity of an available time slot, invited/contributed sessions may be divided into two sessions. 

 Contributed sessions involve only ten-minute contributed talks, each of which is described in an 
abstract. A two-hour time slot will accommodate up to twelve such talks. When the schedule for the 
meeting is finally assembled and the number of contributions for each announced session is known, 
sessions with more than twelve talks may be divided into two sessions and sessions with very few talks 
may be merged with other related sessions. 
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 Invited/poster sessions usually involve two invited talks and several invited or contributed posters, each 
of which is described in an abstract. The posters will be mounted in or near the room in which the talks 
are given and will be available only during the time of the session. Typically, after the invited talks, the 
presenter of each poster is given a few minutes to outline the poster orally before the session adjourns 
for attendees to view the posters and talk with their authors. 

 General poster sessions involve only contributed posters. Poster abstracts submitted in response to a 
call for posters not associated with an invited/poster session will be grouped together and mounted in 
a general poster session. These posters will normally be available for viewing for an entire day. Further, 
the schedule for the meeting will allocate something like one and a half hours in which nothing other 
than the exhibits competes with the posters, and the authors will be asked to be present at their 
posters for a significant fraction of that unopposed time. In recent years, so as to allow authors of 
posters to visit with authors of some of the other posters, those whose posters have odd numbers have 
been asked to be present at their posters for about half of the unopposed time while those whose 
posters have even numbers have been asked to be present at their posters for the other half of the 
unopposed time. 

 Panel discussions, which offer a more flexible format than invited sessions, will usually involve a 
number (typically at least three, occasionally as many as seven or eight) invited panelists, each of whom 
will speak for a time determined by the organizer. Following these presentations, the panelists will 
discuss the topic among themselves and members of the audience will be invited to ask questions or 
make comments. The organizer has the option of stipulating whether or not individual panelists will be 
asked to submit abstracts. In all cases, however, the organizer will submit for the meeting program a 
brief description of the topic on which the panel is to be focused. 

 Topical Discussions, which have no invited or contributed talks, are scheduled in 1 or 1.5-hour time 
slots, as requested by Area Committees, in the early morning, over lunch, or at some other time, none 
of which overlaps the slots used for any of the other sessions (but may overlap other topical discussions 
or unrelated committee meetings). A topical discussion offers an opportunity for attendees to talk 
informally about the topic announced in a general description provided by the organizer that will 
appear in the meeting program. While the organizer of a topical discussion may well ask specific 
individuals to be present so as to be sure of a discussion, topical discussions do not have explicit 
presenters nor are there individual abstracts. It is the responsibility of the presider to assure that the 
discussion does not turn out to be solely a gripe session but that some constructive proposals or actions 
emerge from the discussion. 

 Other sessions which don't fit into any of the above categories (e.g., the Make and Take events often 
sponsored by the Committee on Physics in High Schools). 

Workshops 

In broad terms, workshops provide extensive time for only a few presenters who sometimes represent 
only one institution. In a workshop, the presenters offer detailed, frequently hands-on, instruction designed 
to train attendees in the use of the tools or techniques that are the subject of the workshop. In contrast to 
sessions, workshops are intended to provide attendees with detailed guidance on how to implement a 
particular approach at their own institutions. Attendance at a workshop is limited. Attendees register for 
workshops, descriptions of which will be posted on the AAPT web site when registration opens for the 
meeting. In addition to paying the registration fee for the meeting, registrants for a workshop pay a fee 
that covers not only AAPT's costs for providing the space and needed equipment (and, for off-site 
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workshops, transportation to and from the workshop) but also any expenses the organizers incur for 
handouts or other distributed materials. 

Workshops organized by Area Committees are traditionally scheduled on the first and second days 
(usually Saturday and Sunday) of the meeting and assume a variety of forms, including 

 (Traditional) workshops, which may be either half-day (four-hour) or full-day (eight-hour) events.  These 
workshops require several set-ups of needed equipment and provide extensive hands-on experience 
with the topic of the workshop. Many are computer-related and will involve work with one or another 
computer-based tool. 

 Tutorials, which may last for one, two, or three hours, offer guidance in the use of particular tools or 
techniques but are structured in the main as demonstrations by the organizers, and embody limited 
hands-on exploration. Needed equipment for tutorials is limited to the set-up required for the 
presenter. 

 Field Trips, which provide a half- or full-day opportunity to tour a local site (scientific laboratory, 
museum, etc.) and gain some insight into how those institutions conduct their research or carry out 
their mission. 

Satellite Meetings  

PERC  

The Physics Education Research Conference (PERC) is a two-day conference that is held immediately 
following the Summer National Meeting of the AAPT each year. The conference features plenary speakers, 
targeted sessions, and a contributed poster session that are focused on a theme submitted by dedicated 
members of PER community. Proposals for PERC themes are submitted to the Physics Education Research 
Leadership Organizing Council (PERLOC) for selection. Interested individuals can register for the PERC 
session, at an additional cost, when registering for the AAPT Summer Meeting.  

PIRA  

Physics Instructional Resource Association (PIRA) sponsors a Resource Room at the Summer Meeting. 
This resource room also hosts the annual Apparatus Competition.  

PTRA  

The Physics Teacher Resource Associates (PTRA) regularly holds a week-long conference during the 
summer, frequently immediately before the AAPT Summer Meeting.  

Topical Conferences  

Periodically a two- or three-day topical conference has been held immediately prior to the AAPT 
Summer Meeting.  For instance, the Advanced Laboratory Physics Association (ALPhA) organization 
regularly holds tandem meetings with AAPT.  
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TYC  

The TYC Committee regularly holds a tandem meeting of TYC faculty before Summer Meetings.  

Special Meeting Days with Targeted Programming 

 Each meeting has two special days with targeted programing for specific AAPT Members.  The High 
School Physics Teacher Day and Two Year College Day.  One goal of these specific days is to focus the 
programing for our members who can only attend a single day of the conference or for local members to 
explore the types of resources that are most relevant to them.  This is also an opportunity to bring more 
diverse voices into the AAPT community.  In addition to other programming:  

 The High School Teacher Luncheon and the committee meeting for Physics in High Schools meet on 
the High School Physics Teacher Day  

 The TYC Breakfast and committee meeting for Physics at the Two Year College meet on TYC Day.  
High School Teacher Day typically occurs on Sunday for the WM and Monday for the SM.  TYC Day typically 
occurs on Monday for the WM and Tuesday for the SM.  
The respective committees play an important role in what happens on these days and should work closely 
with the Program Chair on scheduling for these days.  

Typical Meeting Schedule 

 Every meeting is different and, especially when the meeting is a joint meeting with another 
organization, the hour-by-hour schedule may well change significantly from meeting to meeting. At the 
same time, some features remain fairly constant. In summer, workshops are (almost) always on the first 
two days (Saturday and Sunday) and sessions are (almost) always on the third, fourth, and fifth days 
(Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday). In winter, sessions will begin on Sunday, and the meeting will 
conclude Tuesday.  

 In a typical day of workshops, half-day workshops will be scheduled to start at 8:00 AM and end at noon 
or to start at 1:00 PM and end at 5:00 PM; full-day workshops will be scheduled to start at 8:00 AM and end 
at 5:00 PM, with the noon to 1:00 PM hour off for lunch. One-, two-, and three-hour tutorials will be 
scheduled in these time periods as well, usually not starting as early as 8:00 AM. A variety of other events 
(Board of Directors meetings, meetings of some Board of Directors Committees, etc.) will also be scheduled 
on the two days of workshops. On the final full day of workshops, a few committee meetings, the High 
School Share-A-Thon, and the SPS Poster Session will be scheduled in a portion of the three-hour period 
from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM. Following these events, the period from 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM is usually devoted 
to an opening reception, which—when possible—occurs in the Exhibit Area, and the exhibits have their 
grand opening at the same time. 

 In a typical day of sessions (e.g., Monday or Tuesday), several different time periods will be designated, 
though the precise allocation of times depends very much on the circumstances of each meeting. The daily 
schedule will normally include 

 Three 1.5-hour periods (4.5 hours total) for breakfasts, luncheons, Area Committee meetings, other 
Committee meetings, and topical discussions; 

 Three 1.5- to 2.0-hour periods (5.5 hours total) for invited, invited/contributed, invited/poster, panel, 
and contributed sessions; 
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 Two or three 1.0- to 1.5-hour periods (2.5–4.0 hours total) for plenary or award sessions; and 

 A total of 1.5 hours for authors to be present at their posters without competition with other scheduled 
events. 

The typical day will be 14.0–15.5 hours long and, even without “travel time'” between time slots, and will 
run, for example, from 7:00 AM or 7:30 AM to 9:30 PM or 10:00 PM. Depending on the layout of the 
meeting location, “travel time” between sessions may be necessary, and meeting attendees have often 
complained about the lack of time between slots. This must be considered by the Program Chair. 

 The last day of the meeting normally ends around 3:30 or 4:00 PM. 

 With this pattern, Area Committee meetings will not overlap the sessions sponsored by those 
Committees. Further, when adequate space is available, posters are up all day, with at least an hour and a 
half of unopposed time for attendees to view the posters and talk with the presenters. 

 The detailed schedule for each meeting is worked out three months or so before the meeting by the 
Program Chair, the members of the AAPT Department of Programs and Conferences, and those few 
individuals who assist in the paper sort for the meeting. Every effort is made to respect constraints 
identified by speakers and Area Committees.  

 Unfortunately, there exists no scheduling solution that satisfies all of the constraints. Compromises are 
inevitable. No individual or group is likely to be consistently happy from meeting to meeting. For instance, 
while some individuals desire travel time between slots, others prefer to end in the evening as early as 
possible.   

Plenary Sessions  

The plenary sessions are the centerpiece of our national meetings. In plenary sessions, great physics 
and physics education and great speakers converge to deliver a high quality program to the membership. 
The focus is generally on interesting physics topics as opposed to political or social topics but this can vary 
depending on member interest, specific themes, etc. The presentation is intended to be at a level such that 
all members attending the conference can understand and appreciate most of the material. To encourage 
the use of multimedia, AAPT will provide the speakers with a reasonable array of audiovisual equipment.  

Plenary sessions are scheduled so that they do not conflict with other scheduled sessions to make sure 
all participants have the opportunity to attend. The only program item that might normally be scheduled at 
the same time is the exhibit show. 

Plenary sessions are sponsored or co-sponsored by Area Committees and/or the Program Chair.  

After the speakers have been identified, the Program Chair may authorize an Area Chair to contact the 
potential speaker to see if he or she is available and would like to give a plenary address. The Executive 
Office over the signature of the Program Chair will send the formal invitation once the speaker has agreed 
and the contact information has been approved.  

AAPT provides the following for plenary speakers (Members and Nonmembers):  

 Round-trip coach transportation and ground transportation  
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 Hotel accommodations  

 Meals (at the discretion of the Program Chair)  

 Complimentary meeting registration  
 
Members of the Programs Committee are encouraged to propose future Plenary Speakers by using the 

online form at http://www.aapt.org/conferences/suggestplenary.cfm.  Often the Program Chair will solicit 
ideas from Area Committees at Programs I and II.   

APS-Organized Plenary at AAPT Summer Meetings 

In conjunction with a selected Unit of the American Physical Society (APS), the Forum on Education (FEd) 
of the APS has planned a symposium for each of the recent Summer Meetings of the AAPT. These symposia 
were formalized by the AAPT Board of Directors and also by the APS/FEd Executive Committee at their 
separate meetings during the AAPT/APS Joint Meeting in Washington, DC, in February 2010.  

Accordingly:  

 AAPT will allocate a 1.5-hour time slot at each summer meeting for a plenary session to be organized by 
the FEd in conjunction with one of the APS Units; 

 The APS Unit to participate, the individual speakers to be involved, and the topics of their talks will be 
subject to approval by the AAPT Program Chair; 

 The session will involve two or three outstanding invited speakers on topics addressing exciting 
contemporary research in the subarea of physics on which the involved Unit focuses; 

 Each year the FEd and participating Unit will agree on how to fund the travel, meals, and housing for 
the invited speakers, plus any additional expenses associated with the session; 

 AAPT will provide complimentary registration for the full AAPT meeting to the invited speakers of this 
session who are not AAPT members; and 

 The invited speakers will be identified to the AAPT Program Chair by the end of December of the year 
before the year of the meeting so that the AAPT office can send out formal invitations, and titles and 
abstracts can be submitted by the AAPT deadline (which is usually in late February or early March). 

While the organizing of the session is to be carried out by the FEd and the associated APS Unit, the 
organizer of the session will consult frequently with and seek input regularly from the AAPT Program Chair 
as the session takes shape. 

Sessions Organized by Area Committees 

The following guidelines are provided to assist Area Chairs with organizing sessions at AAPT National 
Meetings. 

Policies 

In planning sessions for a given meeting, Area Chairs and Committees must be mindful not only of the 
applicable quotas but also of several policies established by the Board of Directors.  

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/suggestplenary.cfm
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 No individual may deliver more than one invited talk, including panel presentations, and one 
contributed talk at any single national meeting.  

 No individual may preside at a session in which he or she also delivers a talk of whatever type (invited, 
contributed, panel). 

 Sessions with special designations at National Meetings fall into several categories and require various 
levels of advanced approval before they can be authorized: 
 

Dedicated Sessions at a National Meeting are scheduled in the time slots for concurrent sessions at a 
meeting. Such sessions are planned by an Area Committee and proposed through Programs II. The 
session would offer a collection of invited and/or contributed papers/posters on a topic of particular 
interest to the one to whom the session is dedicated. This person may be living or deceased. Dedicated 
Sessions must be approved by the Program Chair for final inclusion in the meeting. 

Memorial Sessions at a National Meeting are scheduled in one of the time slots for concurrent sessions 
at a meeting. Such sessions are planned by an Area Committee and may or may not be proposed 
through Programs II. The session would offer a collection of invited and/or contributed papers/posters 
with the primary focus being about the person/group being memorialized.  Memorial sessions would 
recognize a person or group who has died. Memorial Sessions must be approved by the Board of 
Directors. 

Named Sessions at a National Meeting are unopposed or plenary sessions at a meeting. Such sessions 
are designed to honor an individual or group. The content of a Named Session does not need to deal 
directly with the honored group or individual. Therefore, these sessions could be used for recognizing 
benefactors (individual or corporate) or others of note, either living or deceased. Named Sessions must 
be approved by the Board of Directors. 

Ceremonial Sessions are unopposed or plenary sessions at a meeting. Such sessions deal with awards or 
special presentations. The Program Chair, based on input from the AAPT Awards Committee, schedules 
sessions for AAPT Awards. Other awards that might be given must be approved by the Program Chair 
for inclusion in a Ceremonial Session. 

 AAPT does not provide travel or other expenses for an invited non-plenary speaker or a panelist but will 
offer a complimentary registration for the full meeting to any invited speaker or a panelist who has not 
been a member of AAPT within the last five years. (The Program Chair has very limited funds to respond 
to special requests for additional support in unusual cases. Any requests for such support must be 
approved by the Program Chair before an invitation is extended.) This policy was approved by vote of 
the Executive Board in July 2010. 

 Area Committees are urged to be aggressive in seeking invited speakers who are AAPT members. 
Further, insofar as non-member invited speakers are engaged, Area Committees should strive to take 
advantage of those who make their homes in the immediate area of the meeting, which may result in 
those speakers staying for the entire meeting because both transportation and housing costs are 
minimal. 
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 Organizers for invited sessions are encouraged to think about the diversity of the speakers in their 
sessions.  This includes diversity in individuals as well as the diversity in institutional affiliations of 
speakers.  
 

 Posters submitted to an announced poster only session will be mounted in a general poster session and 
the event does not count against the Area Committee's quota for sessions. 

 When papers include multiple authors, the name of the presenter(s) will be listed first for all oral and 
poster presentations (adopted by the Executive Board, January, 1998). 

 Abstracts for contributed papers or posters from individuals who are not members of AAPT will be 
accepted only if sponsored by an AAPT member. 

 With the exception of the SPS Poster Reception and the High School Share-A-Thon, all sessions of 
whatever type will be scheduled only on session days, normally the last three days of the meeting. 

Occasional review—and perhaps revision—of these policies should, of course, occur. 

Committees occasionally wish to mount an event structured with a format that does not match any of 
the established formats. Any Committee proposing a new format must seek approval of the format from 
the Program Chair, who may want to discuss the format with others (e.g., past Program Chairs, Executive 
Programs Committee, selected members of the Programs Committee, members of the Board of Directors) 
before authorizing a trial. Once approved, a new format will be implemented for a single trial by a single 
Committee at a single meeting. The character of the format and conditions imposed, including in particular 
a condition that the new format impose little if any additional load on the AAPT office staff and a 
stipulation of how the event will tally in assessing compliance with quotas, should be laid out in writing. 
After the event, the responsible Area Committee will be expected to submit a detailed report on the 
success of the format, and the Program Chair, probably with input from experienced others, may authorize 
addition of the format to the official categories, thereby making it available to all Committees, or may 
decide that the format does not merit continuation. 

Contributed Sessions  

 When an Area Committee wants to solicit contributed papers on a specific topic, it may sponsor or co-
sponsor a Contributed Session. The Area Committee Chair is responsible for submitting the Session 
Request Form for both Winter and Summer Meetings by the appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area 
Chairs Key Deadlines). The Area Chair is also responsible for identifying a presider for the session. 

 A call for papers must be included on the Session Request Form at the time of submission. This will be 
broadcast online at www.aapt.org to inform members of the solicitation of contributed papers on this 
topic.  

 Contributed talks are allowed ten minutes, including about two minutes for questions. 

 Area Chairs assist the program chair in finding individuals for sessions without presiders.   

Invited Sessions  

 Invited sessions identify the major themes in physics and physics education at our National Meetings. 

http://www.aapt.org/
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Speakers for these sessions should be nationally recognized authorities. There is a two-speaker 
minimum and a four-speaker maximum per invited session.  This requirement can be waived with 
approval from the Program Chair.  

 Invited sessions are sponsored or co-sponsored by Area Committees. One member is designated as the 
Session Organizer and usually acts as the session presider. (If the Organizer will not also preside, then 
the Organizer is responsible for identifying a presider). Other members may act as co-organizers. The 
Session Organizer is responsible for submitting the Session Request Form for both Winter and Summer 
Meetings by the appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines).  

 Invited papers are generally scheduled to last 30 minutes, including questions. Speakers should allow 
approximately five minutes at the end of their talks for questions. Shorter time limits can be allotted. 
The Program Chair sets the time length of each session.  

 The Area Chair is responsible for informing the Session Organizer of the procedures for inviting 
speakers and for making sure that the Organizer communicates to each such speaker the applicable 
policy regarding the limited financial support provided by AAPT. 

 The Area Chair is also responsible for verifying that all Session Organizers have submitted their request 
forms for the meeting by the applicable deadlines. 

 On behalf of the Area Committee, the Session Organizer identifies all speakers, confirms their 
willingness to participate, and alerts each to the allotted time for the presentations. 

 By the specified deadline, the Session Organizer must provide the AAPT Director of Programs and 
Conferences with a list of speakers in the order they will present. (See the Web Forms Used in Planning 
a National Meeting for more information on this submission.) This list must contain complete contact 
information (telephone number, e-mail address, and postal address) for each speaker. Over the 
signature of the Program Chair, the Department of Programs and Conferences will then send a formal 
invitation to each invited speaker and include instructions for submitting a suitable abstract. 

 Abstracts for invited speakers should be submitted as specified in the Web Forms Used in Planning a 
National Meeting. 

 An Invited Session with fewer than three invited speakers may be converted to an Invited/Contributed 
session at the discretion of the Program Chair. Normally, no invited session will be held with only one 
invited speaker. 

 Organizers of invited sessions may not invite themselves to give an invited talk.   

Invited/Contributed Combined Sessions  

 Invited/Contributed Sessions are intended to focus attention on a particular topic, but not to the extent 
of holding an Invited Session.  

 There are to be at least two invited papers in invited/contributed sessions, unless approved by the 
Program Chair.  

 Please let the Program Chair know if your session would work in reverse; that is, if the contributed 
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papers could go first to be followed by the invited papers. This reduces the potential conflicts for 
members who selectively choose to attend invited papers. Also, certain topics lend themselves to 
alternating invited and contributed papers.  

 The guidelines for both the invited sessions and the contributed sessions apply to invited/contributed 
sessions.  

 Organizers of invited/contributed sessions may not invite themselves to give an invited talk.  

Panels 

 When an Area Committee wishes to give several individuals an opportunity to speak briefly about some 
topic but also wishes to encourage extended discussion among the panelists and between panelists and 
the audience, it may sponsor a panel discussion. One member of the Area Committee is designated as 
the Panel Organizer and usually also serves as the presider. (If the Organizer will not also preside, then 
the Organizer is responsible for identifying a presider.)  Other members may act as co-organizers. The 
Panel Organizer is responsible for submitting the Session Request Form for both Winter and Summer 
Meetings by the appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines). In particular, the Panel 
Organizer must provide a general description of the topic of the panel and indicate whether individual 
abstracts are or are not to be requested of panelists. 

 A panel should have at least three but may have as many as seven or eight panelists. The Organizer 
determines how much time each panelist has for his or her formal presentation but must allow ample 
time for discussion after the formal presentations have been delivered. 

 The Area Chair is responsible for informing the Panel Organizer of the procedures for inviting panelists 
and for making sure that the Organizer communicates to each panelist the applicable policy regarding 
the limited financial support provided by AAPT. 

 The Area Chair is also responsible for verifying that all Panel Organizers have submitted their request 
forms for the meeting by the applicable deadlines. 

 On behalf of the Area Committee, the Panel Organizer identifies all panelists, confirms their willingness 
to participate, indicates to each whether an individual abstract is desired, and alerts each to the 
allotted time for the presentations. Over the signature of the Program Chair, the Department of 
Programs and Conferences will then send a formal invitation to each invited speaker and, if abstracts 
are to be requested, include instructions for submitting a suitable abstract. 

 By the specified deadline, the Panel Organizer must provide the AAPT Director of Programs and 
Conferences with a list of panelists in the order they will present. (See Web Forms Used in Planning 
National Meetings.) This list must contain complete contact information (telephone number, e-mail 
address, and postal address) for each speaker. If they are requested, abstracts for panel presentations 
should be submitted via the usual channels by the applicable deadlines. 

 Neither the organizers of a panel nor the presider may themselves be panelists. 

Topical Discussions 
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 When an Area Committee wishes to offer attendees at the meeting an opportunity for informal group 
discussion of some topic, it may sponsor a topical discussion. One member of the Area Committee is 
designated as the topical discussion Organizer and usually also serves as the presider. (If the Organizer 
will not also preside, then the Organizer is responsible for identifying a presider.) Other members may 
act as co-organizers. The Organizer is responsible for submitting the Session Request Form for both 
Winter and Summer Meetings by the appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines). In 
particular, the Organizer must provide a general description of the topic of the topical discussion. 

 While the Organizer may wish to obtain informal commitments from selected individuals to attend the 
topical discussion to assure discussion, formal presentations with abstracts are not part of a topical 
discussion, no speakers will be formally invited, and only the general description of the topic will appear 
in the OnSite Guide for the meeting. 

 Topical discussions are scheduled in 1 or 1.5-hour time slots. A topical discussion sponsored by a given 
Area Committee will, in most circumstances, not be scheduled concurrently with the meeting of that 
Committee. 

Sponsored Poster Sessions  

 When an Area Committee wants to encourage the submission of poster papers on a specific topic, it 
may sponsor or co-sponsor a Poster Session. The Area Committee Chair is responsible for submitting 
the Session Request Form for both Winter and Summer Meetings by the appropriate deadline (see 
2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines).  

 A call for papers must be included on the Session Request Form at the time of submission. This will be 
listed on the AAPT website to inform members of the solicitation of poster papers on this topic. The 
posters will then be displayed together at one of the regularly scheduled AAPT Poster Sessions during 
the meeting.  

 One presenter may give a maximum of four poster presentations at the meeting. 

 Nonmember presenters require sponsorship by an AAPT member in good standing.  

 Poster contributors must attend the meeting in order to present in poster format. A poster may not be 
submitted for display without the author in attendance.   

Invited/Poster Combined Sessions 

 When an Area Committee wishes to combine invited talks with posters, it may sponsor an 
invited/poster session. One member of the Area Committee is designated as the Session Organizer and 
usually also serves as the presider. (If the Organizer will not also preside, then the Organizer is 
responsible for identifying a presider.) Other members may act as co-organizers. The Organizer is 
responsible for submitting the Session Request Form for the Winter or Summer Meeting by the 
appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines).  

 The typical format for an invited/poster session involves two invited talks followed by one- or two-
minute summaries of posters followed by adjournment for attendees to view posters and talk with 
their authors. Posters will be mounted during the time of the session in or near the room in which the 
session is held and will be available for viewing only during the time of the session. 
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 The guidelines for both the invited sessions and the sponsored poster sessions apply to invited/poster 
sessions, except that the contributed abstracts will be for posters rather than for talks. 

 Neither the organizers of an invited/poster session nor the presider may themselves be invited 
speakers. 

Poster Session Guidelines  

Each poster session author will be provided with a 4' x 4' poster board area to present his/ her poster as 
well as thumbtacks. The board will indicate the poster number in upper right or left corner. Authors are 
responsible for mounting their own material at least one hour prior to the opening of the general poster 
session and for removing it at the end of the day. Posters left up past that time will be discarded.  

 All illustrations, charts, etc., to be posted should be prepared in advance as materials for these 
purposes will not be available at the meeting site. AAPT will provide a reasonable supply of push pins, 
but we suggest authors provide their own if possible.  

 Each poster must include text in a large enough font (~20 point font) to be read easily by attendees 
from a distance of 4 to 5 feet or more. Lettering on illustrations should be large and legible. 
Photographs should be a minimum of 5 x 7 inches. Material should be displayed in logical sequence 
(introduction, development, conclusion) and each sheet should be numbered. Simplicity, ease of 
reading, etc., are more important than artistic flair.  Avoid overcrowding figures and cramming too 
many numbers into tables. Legends and titles should accompany all figures, tables, photographs, etc. in 
order to allow their immediate identification.  

 No commercial activities or any advertising may be displayed on the posters. Non-compliance with this 
rule will result in the poster being removed.  

 Requests for extra space to accommodate models or equipment should be made at the time of abstract 
submission in the "Conflicts/Comments" box on the abstract form and are subject to approval.  

 Authors may wish to bring extra copies of their data and conclusions. No duplication facilities will be 
available through AAPT. Authors may also wish to provide sign-up sheets for attendees who may wish 
additional information, reprints, etc.  

 Posters will be arranged by topic on two of the three meeting days (Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday) 
and remain up for the full day. Approximately one and a half hours on each of those days is set aside for 
poster presentations when no other sessions are scheduled. At recent meetings, authors of posters 
with odd numbers have been expected to be present during about half of the unopposed time and 
authors of posters with even numbers have been expected to be present during the other half of the 
unopposed time.  

 

Supporting Inclusive Environments at AAPT: Presentations 

AAPT is committed to supporting inclusive environments at our meetings.  Placing your presentation 
online and providing a QR code to the online presentation (talk, poster, materials, etc.) makes the 
presentation more accessible to a broader group of AAPT members.   
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 Poster presenters are encouraged to include a QR code on the lower right corner of their 
posters and make it about one square inch in area.   

 Oral presenters are encouraged to include a QR code on their first slide and provide ample 
opportunity for participants to scan the code.   

 To generate a QR code, simply go to a site that generates QR codes, like this one: 
http://www.qr-code-generator.com/.  More information on QR codes can be found on the AAPT 
website or at http://societyforphilosophyanddisability.org/2017/05/using-qr-codes-to-make-
presentation-materials-more-accessible/#%22tutorial_presenter.   

 
Workshops, Tutorials and Field Trips Organized by Area Committees 

The following guidelines are provided to assist Area Chairs with organizing AAPT-sponsored workshops, 
tutorials, and field trips at AAPT National Meetings. 

Policies 

In planning workshops, tutorials, and field trips for a given meeting, Area Chairs and Committees must 
be mindful not only of the applicable quotas but also of a few policies established by the Board of Directors. 

 Workshops, tutorials, and field trips may be offered only on designated workshop days, usually the first 
two days of the National Meetings. 

 Barring unusual circumstances, workshops drawing fewer than five registrants by the time off-site 
registration is closed for a national meeting will be cancelled; the disposition of workshops drawing at 
that time five or more registrants but fewer registrants than the organizer-declared minimum will be 
decided only after seeking input from the organizer of the workshop. 

Workshops  

 All AAPT Sponsored Workshops must be approved and sponsored by an AAPT Area Committee or the 
Program Chair. The Workshop Leader and the Area Chair are responsible for submitting the Workshop 
Request Form http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm for both Winter and Summer 
Meetings by the appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines).  

 Workshops are "hands-on" activities and require pre-registration and prepayment.  

 The Director of Programs and Conferences at the National Office will work with Workshop Leaders and 
Local Hosts to accommodate equipment requests according to the preset fee structure (see section on 
AAPT Workshop Fee Guidance). In cases where equipment is unavailable or too expensive, the Director 
of Programs and Conferences or the Program Chair may suggest postponing the Workshop until a 
future meeting.  

 Workshops can be as short as four hours and as long as a full day.  

 Although the Workshop Leader lists a maximum number of participants, a smaller maximum number 
may be set by the Director of Programs and Conferences due to room size or equipment limitations 
(especially for computer-based workshops).  

http://societyforphilosophyanddisability.org/2017/05/using-qr-codes-to-make-presentation-materials-more-accessible/#%22tutorial_presenter
http://societyforphilosophyanddisability.org/2017/05/using-qr-codes-to-make-presentation-materials-more-accessible/#%22tutorial_presenter
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
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 Workshop fees are based on several factors:  
 The Workshop Leader's budget. This includes estimated costs for duplicating or purchasing 

handouts, purchasing workshop materials, and shipping expenses. No travel costs are allowed. The 
budget is then listed as a "per person" cost for the Workshop. Workshop Leaders are encouraged to 
keep their budgets as low as possible, possibly using grant or departmental money to fund or 
partially fund these expenses.  

 The base administrative fee. This is set by the AAPT National Office and covers such costs as 
registration, printing, and the Programs and Conferences staff time.  

 Audio-visual equipment fees. These cover the costs of providing audio-visual equipment and 
computers.  

 Please contact the AAPT Programs and Conferences Department at meetings@aapt.org for the most 
updated guidelines for setting workshop fees. See chart on the following page for specifics.  

Tutorials  

 All tutorials must be approved and sponsored by an Area Committee or the Program Chair. The Tutorial 
Organizer and the Area Committee Chair are responsible for submitting the Workshop Request Form 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm for both Winter and Summer Meetings by the 
appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines).  

 Tutorials are not designed to include "hands-on" activities and are usually scheduled in large lecture 
rooms to accommodate large audiences.  

 Tutorials may be as short as one hour or as long as three hours.  

 There is no leader budget for tutorials but equipment such as a computer projector may be ordered.  

 Participants may register for tutorials in advance or on-site. There is a $50 minimum registration fee, 
depending on equipment ordered.  

Field Trips 

 Field trips offer an opportunity for attendees at the meeting to participate in a guided tour of a nearby 
laboratory (e.g., Fermilab, Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State, etc.), a guided exposure to the 
strategies and mission of a local science-related museum, or an organized session at some local 
scientifically significant site. Self-guided tours of local sites do not qualify as field trips. 

 All field trips must be approved and sponsored by an Area Committee or the Program Chair. The Field 
Trip Organizer and the Area Committee Chair are responsible for submitting the Workshop request 
form http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm for both Winter and Summer Meetings by 
the appropriate deadline (see 2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines). 

 Field trips may last for either a full or half day, depending on the distance to and magnitude of the site 
to be visited. 

 Field trips require pre-registration and pre-payment of the fee to cover the administrative costs of 
arranging the trip, admission fees if any, and the costs of providing transportation to and from the site 
to be visited. On-site registration can be accommodated only if space is available. 

mailto:meetings@aapt.org
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
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AAPT Workshop Fee Guidelines  

AAPT uses the following guidelines to determine what the cost of a proposed workshop 
will be per participant.  

 

Mandatory Administrative Fees 

Tutorial or Half Day (2-4 Hours) $50 

Full Day (6-8 Hours) $75 

Audio Visual Support  $10 

Transportation  $10 

Workshop Leader budgets will be added to the above fees. 

Other Possible Charges Include: 

Nonmember Fees $25 

 

Example 

A typical half day workshop with a submitted budget of $7 per person could cost: 

Base Fee: $50 

Audio Visual Support: $10 

Transportation Fee: $10 

Workshop Leaders Budget: $7 

____________________________ 

Total: $77   
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Steps to Organize a Session or Workshop for an AAPT National Meeting 

Timing: Since planning for each meeting begins at the meeting a full year earlier, proposals for events to 
be included in the program of a given meeting must be submitted to the Chair of the appropriate Area 
Committee no later than the beginning of the meeting one year before the meeting at which you wish to 
present. Events for a Summer (Winter) Meeting must be proposed prior to the previous Summer (Winter) 
Meeting. 

Reason: Within three weeks following a Summer (Winter) Meeting, the Chair of each Area Committee 
uses the online form http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm to submit titles of sessions and 
workshops approved by the Committee for presentation at the next Summer (Winter) Meeting. The 
aggregated lists are reviewed by the Program Chair, who checks compliance with quotas and resolves any 
confusions, inconsistencies, or wish-list items. Ultimately, the final titles of events authorized by the 
Program Chair become the items in a drop-down list in the online forms 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/sessionrequest.cfm and 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm used by organizers when submitting their detailed 
descriptions by the established deadline (usually mid-October for Summer Meetings, early May for Winter 
Meetings). 

Reminder: Only those events whose titles appear in the drop-down list will be accessible for organizers 
to provide detailed descriptions. By the time these drop-down lists are created, it is too late to propose 
additional events for the given meeting. Any such events must be submitted for consideration by the 
appropriate Area Committee at a later meeting. 

Proposals for Sessions and Workshops  

 Two or three years before a given meeting takes place (long before detailed planning for the meeting 
occurs), AAPT must sign firm contracts for the spaces to be used at the site chosen for the meeting. To 
facilitate that process, long-standing practice has dictated signing contracts for a specific number of spaces 
for sessions and workshops organized at National Meetings by Area Committees. So that the subsequent 
meeting will not overflow the spaces for which AAPT has contracted, the quotas in the table and caption on 
the next pages have been established. Any event may be sponsored by a single Committee, in which case it 
contributes a full unit towards that Committee's quota, or the event may have a lead sponsor and a 
cosponsor, in which case it contributes half a unit towards the quota of each Committee. (While 
occasionally more than two Committees will share sponsorship of an event, only a lead Committee and a 
single cosponsoring Committee can share the quota for the event.) In proposing events for a given meeting, 
Area Committees must respect these quotas. Further, the Program Chair is charged with the responsibility 
of enforcing them. Thus, events proposed and approved by an Area Committee cannot be regarded as 
firmly in place until they have been authorized by the Program Chair. Only if some Committees do not fill 
their quotas does the Program Chair have the flexibility to authorize other Committees to exceed their 
quotas. 

 
All types of events (sessions or workshops) count in assessing compliance with these quotas except 

general poster sessions and events scheduled in the PIRA and TYC resource rooms. On those occasions 
when AAPT meets jointly with another society, events arranged by an AAPT Area Committee and mounted 
in AAPT spaces may draw co-sponsorship from the other society. Co-sponsorship of such an event by 
another society is irrelevant in assessing compliance of the AAPT Committee with applicable quotas. Winter 
quotas represent the number of half-day workshops or tutorials. 

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/sessionrequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
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Session and Workshop Quotas 

Note: Standing Workshops and Sessions.  At the October 2009 meeting of the AAPT Board of Directors, all 
previously grandfathered events at AAPT National Meetings were eliminated so as to reduce the likelihood 
that those events will be inadvertently omitted from the program of the meeting.  Beginning with the 
Winter Meeting in 2011, all such events will need to be submitted explicitly by the sponsoring Area 
Committee in the same way that all other events are submitted. The quotas for the Area Committees 
involved with those events have been adjusted to accommodate the events that had previously not been 
tallied against the quotas. In particular, (1) the summer workshop quota for the Committee on Apparatus 
has been increased by 2 to accommodate the two PIRA Lecture Demonstration workshops, (2) the summer 
workshop quota for the Committee on Laboratories has been increased by 2 to accommodate a workshop 
on Introductory Laboratories and a workshop on Advanced Laboratories, and (3) the session quota for the 
Committee on Physics in Undergraduate Education has been increased by 1 to accommodate the SPS 

 

COMMITTEE SESSIONS WORKSHOPS 

Apparatus (1) 3 
3 (winter) 

5 (summer) 

Diversity in Physics  2 1 

Educational Technology  8 6 

Graduate Education in Physics  2 1 

History and Philosophy of Physics  2 1 

Interests of Senior Physicists 1 0 

International Education  2 1 

Laboratories (2) 2 
2 (winter) 

4 (summer) 

Physics in the High Schools  7 6 

Physics in Pre-High School Education  3 2 

Physics in Two-Year Colleges  5 2 

Physics in Undergraduate Education (3) 7 3 

Professional Concerns  2 1 

Research in Physics Education  8 6 

Science Education for the Public  4 3 

Space Science and Astronomy 5 3 

Teacher Preparation 5 3 

Women in Physics 3 1 

Society of Physics Students (Director) 1 (winter) 0 

Modern Physics (trial 2016-2019) 1 1 
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session of contributed talks on undergraduate research. Note that (3) was rescinded in summer 2015 upon 
recommendation of the Executive Programs Committee; the SPS Director since has been given a committee 
code to enter SPS events directly. None of these events may have a cosponsoring Committee. Further, each 
added allocation can be used only for the specified event and will evaporate at any meeting for which the 
sponsoring Committee decides not to offer the event. Henceforth, following the procedures used for all 
other events, the Committee on Apparatus is responsible for submitting the two PIRA workshops and the 
Committee on Laboratories is responsible for submitting the two laboratory workshops to the Program 
Chair and the AAPT Meetings Staff. In addition, each of the SPS poster sessions on undergraduate research, 
the Demo Show, and the High School Share-A-Thon must be submitted by the appropriate sponsoring 
Committee, though these events do not count in assessing compliance with applicable quotas. 

 Setting components for a National Meeting begins a full year before that meeting. The component 
steps are as follows:  

 During meetings of Area Committees at National Meeting N, Committees identify the sessions and 
workshops they wish to propose for National Meeting N+2.  

 During Programs II at meeting N, the Area Chairs present the recommendations of their Committees for 
meeting N+2, seek and agree to co-sponsorships, and take careful notes so that later web-based 
submissions can be accurate and free of confusions and inconsistencies. If possible, all sessions are 
entered into http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm before the end of the meeting.  

 Within two weeks after meeting N (exact dates are supplied at each meeting), each Area Chair submits 
the session and workshop proposals for which his/her committee is the primary sponsor for meeting 
N+2 on the online form: http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm. The Chairs of proposed 
co-sponsoring committees will be required to confirm their co-sponsorships after the primary 
committee Chair has submitted the form. Primary committee Chairs may submit events up to their 
quota, including allowance for co-sponsorships, but, must, in the end, conform to those quotas after co-
sponsorships have been confirmed. Events beyond the quota can be listed as extra items in a wish list. 

 Once the deadline has passed, the Program Chair reviews the submissions, resolves any remaining 
inconsistencies, assesses compliance with applicable quotas, gives final approval to all proposals within 
the quotas, and adds extra items from wish lists as space is available.  

 No later than about two weeks after the deadline, the final lists assembled by the Program Chair are 
sent to the Area Chairs for verification.  

 Once that process is complete, the approved list of titles will be entered on the AAPT website. At that 
time, Area Chairs will be notified and must notify all organizers of the AAPT deadline for submission of the 
next round of (more detailed) information about approved sessions and workshops, which will include 
calls for papers (if the session involves contributed components), and abstracts for workshops. One or the 
other of the online forms http://www.aapt.org/test/forms/aaptmeeting/approvedlist/sessionrequest.cfm 
or http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm should be used for this purpose. Only the sessions 
and workshops submitted by Area Chairs and then approved by the Program Chair will be available on the 
drop-down menus on these forms.   

 Shortly after the deadline for submitting descriptions of sessions and workshops, the organizers of 
invited sessions, invited/contributed sessions, and panels will be asked to submit their list of speakers 
or panelists. The form http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/speakerlist.cfm which requires the names, full 
contact information, and the order in which the speakers are to appear in the session itself, should be 
used to supply this information.  
 

Committee on Apparatus  
3 

sessions  
3 workshops  

Committee of Educational Technology  
8 

sessions  
6 workshops  

Committee in Graduate Education in 

Physics  

2 

sessions  

1 workshop  

Committee on History and Philosophy of 

Physics  

2 

sessions  

1 workshops  

Committee on International Education  
2 

sessions  
1 workshop  

Committee on Laboratories  
2 

sessions  
2 workshops  

Committee on Minorities in Physics  
2 

sessions  
1 workshop  

Committee on Physics in the High 

Schools  

7 

sessions  
6 workshops  

Committee on Physics in Pre-High School 

Education  

3 

sessions  

2 workshops  

Committee on Physics in Two-Year 

Colleges  

5 

sessions  

2 workshops  

Committee on Physics in Undergraduate 

Education  

7 

sessions  

3 workshops  

Committee on Professional Concerns  
2 

sessions  
1 workshop  

Committee on Research in Physics 

Education  

8 

sessions  

6 workshops  

Committee on Science Education for the 

Public  

4 

sessions  

3 workshops  

 

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/test/forms/aaptmeeting/approvedlist/sessionrequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/speakerlist.cfm
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 During Programs I at meeting N+1, the (presumably final) plans for sessions and workshops for meeting 
N+2 will be reviewed and tweaked as necessary.  
 

 Shortly after meeting N+1, speakers will receive a formal letter inviting them to speak at meeting N+2. 
The letter will contain a request that the speaker submit an abstract using the form 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm and will provide the deadline for receipt of 
that abstract. In the meantime, individuals who wish to submit abstracts for contributed papers and 
posters will use the form http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractform.cfm 
 

 Very shortly after the deadline for submission of abstracts, a few individuals, usually Area Chairs 
selected by the Program Chair, will meet in person or electronically to sort the abstracts into sessions 
and determine the hour-by-hour schedule of meeting N+2.  
 
Note: please pay careful attention to the instructions on forms submitted as these forms are 

frequently reviewed and instructions may change periodically.  

Audiovisual Equipment Requests  

Microphones: Each oral session room will be equipped with a podium and lapel microphone. 

Laptops: Laptops will not be provided in the oral session rooms. If you are not able to bring your own 
laptop, please check with the session organizer to make other arrangements. It is important to arrive to the 
session room at least 10 minutes in advance of the start of your session to either load your presentation 
onto another presenter’s computer or test the hookup of your own.   
 
LCD Projectors: LCD projectors will be provided in every oral session room.   

PowerPoint Presentation Dos and Don’ts are available to your speakers at 

http://www.iasted.org/conferences/formatting/Presentations-Tips.ppt 

 

Contact AAPT Programs and Conferences Department to discuss any special requests or concerns at 
least four weeks before your scheduled talk. (301) 209-3340 programs@aapt.org 

AAPT Planned Sessions at the April APS Meeting 

When the April meeting ceased to be a joint meeting between the American Physical Society (APS) and 
AAPT, it was decided that two of the invited sessions organized by the APS Forum on Education (FEd) at the 
APS April meeting would be organized by AAPT. Both the AAPT and the FEd wish this practice to become a 
regular component of the April APS meeting. To that end, the AAPT Board of Directors and the APS/FEd 
Executive Committee have proposed that, starting with the April APS meeting in 2011 and annually 
thereafter when the April meeting is not joint between APS and AAPT,  

Meeting submission forms are described on the last few pages of this 
handbook. The forms themselves can be accessed at the URLs in that description. 

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractform.cfm
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/formatting/Presentations-Tips.ppt
mailto:programs@aapt.org
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 The FEd will allocate two of its allowed sessions at the April APS meeting for sessions to be organized by 
selected AAPT Area Committees; 

 The AAPT Area Committees to participate, the topics of the sessions, the individual speakers to be 
involved, and the topics of their talks will be subject to approval by the Program Chair of the FEd; 

 Each session will involve outstanding invited speakers on topics of concern to the Area Committee 
involved; 

 AAPT has no funds to support this activity, but participation in this session and other non-technical 
sessions at the APS meeting does not require a registration fee. AAPT invited speakers who are not APS 
members may request to have their registration fee paid by the FEd if they wish to attend technical 
sessions. Partial travel allowances and support for other expenses associated with the session may also 
be requested of the FEd. Such requests should be made to the FEd Program Chair. 

 The FEd and AAPT Program Chairs will begin to work together before the AAPT Summer meeting, and 
the participating AAPT Area Committees will be determined at the AAPT Summer Meeting. The FEd 
Program Chair will communicate the various deadlines for organizing sessions to the AAPT Program 
Chair and the participating AAPT Area Committees; and 

 The APS office will send out formal invitations, including instructions for submitting titles and abstracts 
for inclusion in the program of the meeting. 

 
While the organizing of the sessions is to be carried out by the organizers representing the involved 

AAPT Area Committees, the participating Area Committees and the AAPT Program Chair for the meeting 
will consult frequently with and seek input regularly from the Program Chair of the FEd as the sessions take 
shape. This statement was adopted by the AAPT Board of Directors and also by the APS/FEd Executive 
Committee at their separate meetings during the AAPT/APS Joint Meeting in Washington, DC in February 
2010. Because of this decision, two AAPT Area Committees will be chosen each year to organize sessions 
for the April APS meeting. The AAPT Program Chair will solicit interest from the Area Committees and 
support the planning of those sessions. 

Abstract Preparation and Submission Guidelines  

Submit your abstract online. Alternate submission methods will result in only the author's name and 
abstract title being published in the meeting program.  

 Who may submit an abstract: The privilege of contributing papers is restricted to:  
 AAPT members in good standing;  
 Nonmembers whose completed membership applications and payments for the first year's dues 

are submitted before the appropriate deadline;  
 Nonmembers whose abstracts are sponsored by members. These abstracts must include a 

footnote with the statement: "Sponsored by (member's name)."  
 

 Payment: There is no fee for abstracts.  

 Deadlines: Abstracts that do not arrive by the submission deadline will be placed in a post 
deadline session that will be held in the afternoon of the last day of the meeting.  

http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/meetings.cfm
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 Multiple papers: You may present one invited talk, including panel presentations, and one contributed 
talk at any single national meeting. 

 Length of Presentations: Invited papers are assigned 25 minutes plus a 5 minute question period. 
Contributed papers are assigned 8 minutes with a 2 minute question period at the end. Posters in the 
general poster session are usually assigned a minimum of 45 minutes presentation for presenters to be 
at the poster but, whenever possible, the posters themselves will be on display for a longer time. 
Posters in invited/poster sessions will be available only during that session time. 

 Length of Abstracts: Abstracts, including footnotes, must be 150 words or fewer. The Program Chair 
and the Communications Department Editor reserve the right to edit abstracts, if necessary, for clarity, 
grammar, style, and length. Abstract titles must be limited to ten words or fewer. Titles exceeding the 
limit will be edited. Keep footnotes to a minimum; if needed, they should pertain only to published 
works, such as journal articles, studies, etc. Do not reference unpublished materials or past 
presentations for which papers are not easily obtained.  

 General poster session: Authors may present any paper for the Winter or Summer meeting in 
poster format rather than the usual speaking format. If you wish to present a poster paper, under 
"Session Type," check "Poster."  

 Audiovisual equipment: An LCD projector will be automatically provided at no cost in all session 
rooms. Additional equipment requests must be sent to AAPT meetings at least four weeks in 
advance. Speakers may be asked to pay for additional equipment. 
 

 Laptops: Laptops will not be provided in the oral session rooms. If you are not able to bring your own 
laptop, please check with the session organizer to make other arrangements. It is important to arrive 
to the session room at least 10 minutes before your session to either load your presentation onto 
another presenter’s computer or hook up your own.   
 

 Scheduling: Please check the AAPT website approximately three months before the meeting for the 
scheduled date and time of your presentation. 

 Policy: In accordance with the AAPT Constitution and policy, authors are requested to be sensitive to, 
and show respect for, ethnic, cultural, religious, and gender diversity. For example, you should not use 
language that suggests that physicists are exclusively male. Additionally, AAPT's official measurement 
system is the International System of Units (SI). We recommend that our members and those writing 
for our publications make every effort to use the SI system exclusively.  

 Websites: Often, meeting presenters have websites that accompany their papers. If you would 
like attendees to refer to a particular website prior to the meeting, please include the website's 
URL as a footnote to your abstract. 

Abstract Guidelines (effective Summer 2006) 

In response to requests to make National Meetings more fruitful experiences, beginning with the 
Summer 2006 meeting in Syracuse, AAPT elevated the status of contributed posters at its National 
Meetings. Poster presentations offer a better way to communicate ideas. They give presenters more time 
to interact with interested parties, offer participants more time for questions and comments, and generally 
increase visibility of the presenter’s work. Poster sessions allow participants to scan many posters and to 
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then spend quality time studying posters of greatest interest to them. The changes outlined here affect 
only contributed presentations and do not affect the lengths or number of invited talks at National 
Meetings.  

There are two options when planning to contribute a title and abstract for an AAPT National Meeting:  

 You can contribute a poster (preferred mode of presentation).  
 Poster sessions will have plenary status; they will be unopposed by other sessions or Committee 

meetings.  
 Poster presenters will have a minimum of 45 minutes to present their work.  
 Poster sessions will be scheduled at “prime” times and will remain available (without 

presenters) for an extended period of time enabling people to view them at their convenience.  
 Poster sessions will be organized by topic, to help participants identify posters of most interest 

to them.  
 Poster sessions will enable one-on-one discussions with the people who are most interested in 

your poster.  
 Poster sessions will enable presenters to distribute handouts efficiently.  
 Poster sessions will allow the possibility for presenters to give demonstrations using small 

equipment and/or computers.  
 Posters that answer a call for papers may be briefly publicized in a contributed oral presentation 

by the same author.  

 You can contribute an oral presentation.  
 Oral presentations will be scheduled in (typically many) competing parallel sessions.  
 Contributed oral presentations that answer a call for papers may be used to summarize a more 

detailed poster by the same author on the same topic.  
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D. URLs and Deadlines 

Web Forms Used in Planning a National Meeting 

The several online forms that play a role in the planning of a National Meeting are described briefly in 
this section. You are referred to the forms themselves for more detail on the information required to fill 
them out. The forms are described in the order in which they would be used as the planning of a particular 
National Meeting evolves. 

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/suggestplenary.cfm This form can be submitted by anyone at any 
time to suggest a possible plenary speaker for a National Meeting.  

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm This form is submitted by each Area Chair to 
identify events (sessions and workshops) approved by the Area Committee for inclusion in a particular 
National Meeting.   

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/sessionrequest.cfm This form is submitted by the organizer of each 
session (invited, invited/contributed, invited/posters, contributed only, posters only, panel, topical 
discussion, other).  

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm This form is submitted by the organizer of each 
workshop (traditional workshop, tutorial, field trip).  

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/speakerlist.cfm This form is submitted by the organizer of any event 
having` invited speakers. 

 http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractform.cfm This form is submitted by the presenter of 
contributed talks and posters.   

 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm This form is submitted by the presenter of 

an invited talk.   
 

Future Dates 

 Summer Meeting 2018 (SM18) July 28 – August 1, Washington D.C. 

 Winter Meeting 2019 (WM19) January 12 – 15, Houston, Texas 

 Summer Meeting 2019 (SM19) July 20 – 24, Provo, Utah 

 

The following two pages list the deadlines occurring in 20187 for SM18, WM19, and SM19 preparation.  

http://www.aapt.org/conferences/suggestplenary.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/sessionrequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/speakerlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractform.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm
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2018 Area Chairs Key Deadlines Dates  

 

SM18 Washington, DC (July 28-August 1) 
 
Abstracts 
Abstract Submitted by Invited and Contributed Speakers for SM18 
Contributed: http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/abstractform.cfm 
Invited: http://aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm 
 

 January 17, 2018 Abstracts Submissions Open 

 February 21, 2018 Abstract Submissions Deadline  

 February 22, 2018 Post-deadline Abstracts Submissions Open 

 May 9, 2018  Post-deadline Abstracts Submissions Closed 
 
Paper Sort  
Program Chair and Selected Committee Sort through Abstracts and Develop Program for SM18 
 

 March 1  – March 15, 2018 
 
 

WM19 Houston, TX (January 12-15) 
 
Approved List  
Session and Workshop Titles Submissions by Area Chairs and Approved by Program Chair for 

WM19 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm 

  

 January 3, 2018  Session/Workshop Titles Submissions Open 

 February 6, 2018 Session/Workshop Titles Submissions Closed 

 February 7, 2018 Program Chair to Approve Session/Workshop List  
 
Session and Workshop Descriptions 
Session and Workshop Descriptions Submissions by Organizers for WM19 

Session Request: http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/sessionrequest.cfm  
Workshop request: http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm 

 

 February 8, 2018 Session and Workshop Descriptions Open 

 March 14, 2018  Session and Workshop Descriptions Closed 
 
Speaker List  
Invited Speaker list Submitted by Session Organizers for WM19 
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/speakerlist.cfm 

 

 March 20, 2018  Invited Speaker Submissions Open  

 May 22, 2018   Invited Speaker Submissions Closed   
 
 
 

http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/abstractform.cfm
http://aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/sessionrequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/speakerlist.cfm
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Abstracts 
Abstract Submitted by Invited and Contributed Speakers for WM19 
Contributed: http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/abstractform.cfm 
Invited: http://aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm 
 

 August 7, 2018   Abstract Submissions Go Live 

 September 18, 2018 Abstract Submissions Deadline 

 September 19, 2018 Post-deadline Abstract Submissions Open  

 November 13, 2018 Post-deadline Abstracts Submissions Closed  
 
Paper Sort  
Program Chair and Selected Committee Sort through Abstracts and Develop Program for WM19 
 

 September 25 – October 9, 2018 
 
 

SM19 Provo (July 20 – July 24) 
 
Approved List  
Session and Workshop Titles Submissions by Area Chairs and Approved by Program Chair for 

SM19 
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm 

 

 July 18, 2018  Session/Workshop Titles Submissions Open 

 August 15, 2018  Session/Workshop Titles Submissions Closed 

 August 16, 2018 Program Chair to Approve Session/Workshop List  
 
Session and Workshop Descriptions 
Session and Workshop Descriptions Submissions by Organizers for SM19 

Session Request: http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/sessionrequest.cfm  
Workshop request: http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm 

 

 August 22, 2018 Session and Workshop Descriptions Open 

 September 19, 2018 Session and Workshop Descriptions Closed 
 
Speaker List  
Invited Speaker list Submitted by Session Organizers for SM19 
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/speakerlist.cfm 

 

 September 26, 2018 Invited Speaker Submissions Open  

 November 21 , 2018 Invited Speaker Submissions Closed   
 

  

http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/abstractform.cfm
http://aapt.org/conferences/abstractforminvited.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/approvedlist.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/sessionrequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/conferences/wksprequest.cfm
http://www.aapt.org/Conferences/speakerlist.cfm
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